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BINDING STUDIES OF NEAR INFRARED CYANINE DYES WITH
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN AND POLY-L-LYSINE
USING OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY METHODS

by

Amy Dawn Watson
Under the Direction of Gabor Patonay, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

The sensitivity of biological studies performed between 190 and 650 nm is greatly
reduced due to the autofluorescence of biomolecules and impurities in this region.
Therefore, the enhanced signal-to-noise ratios encountered at longer wavelengths makes
biological analysis within the near infrared (NIR) region from 650 nm to 1100 nm far
more advantageous. This dissertation describes the noncovalent binding interactions of
near-infrared (NIR) carbocyanine dyes with human serum albumin (HSA) and poly-Llysine (PLL) using UV-Vis/NIR absorption spectroscopy, emission spectroscopy, circular
dichroism (CD), and fluorescence detected circular dichroism (FDCD). The optical
spectroscopy methods used in this work are described in detail in Chapter 1.

The various applications of NIR dyes in protein analysis are introduced in Chapter
2. In general, the sensitivity of cyanines to the polarity of their local environment makes
them quite suitable for protein labeling schemes. In aqueous media, cyanines have a high
propensity for self-association. Yet in the hydrophobic binding sites of globular proteins,
these aggregates often dissipate. Absorption and emission spectroscopy can be utilized to
observe the differential spectral properties of monomer, intra-molecular and
intermolecular aggregates. In Chapter 3, the photophysical properties of bis-cyanine NIR
dyes containing di-, tri-, and tetra(ethylene glycol) linkers were each examined in the
presence of HSA are discussed. Variations in chain length as well as probe flexibility
were demonstrated through distinct differences in absorption and emission spectra. The
observed changes in the spectral properties of the NIR dyes in the presence and absence
of HSA were correlated to the physical parameters of the probes’ local environment (i.e.,
protein binding sites and self-association). All three bis-cyanines examined exhibited
enhanced fluorescence in the presence of HSA. The bis-cyanine dye containing the
tri(ethylene glycol) spacer allowed for a complete overlap of the benzene rings, to form

π-π interactions which were observed as intra-molecular H-aggregate bands. The dye
exhibited no fluorescence in buffer, owing to the H-aggregation observed in the
absorption data. In the presence of HSA, the intra-molecular dimers were disrupted and
fluorescence was then detected. The “cut-on” fluorescence displayed by the dye in the
presence of HSA made it ideal for noncovalent labeling applications.
The utility of several NIR dyes for use as secondary structural probes was
investigated in Chapter 4.

NIR dyes were screened thoroughly using UV-Vis/NIR

absorption spectroscopy dyes with spectral properties which were sensitive to protein

secondary structure models of such as PLL in basic solution. Two NIR dyes were found
to be quite sensitive to the structural features of uncharged α- and β-PLL. The chiral
discrimination of these probes for basic protein secondary structures was also evaluated
through CD measurements within the NIR probes’ absorption bands.
INDEX WORDS:
Circular dichroism (CD), fluorescence detected circular dichroism
(FDCD), near infrared (NIR), cyanine dyes, poly-L-lysine, albumin, noncovalent labeling
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CHAPTER I
Optical Spectroscopy

Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy refers to the analytical methods which are based on measuring the
amount of electromagnetic radiation produced or absorbed by a molecular or atomic
species of interest. Electromagnetic (EM) radiation is a form of energy that is transmitted
as either light or radiant heat through space at massive velocities. EM radiation is
characterized by its both its particle and wave-like properties. The wave properties of
EM radiation can be characterized by the parameters wavelength, frequency, velocity,
and amplitude. Unlike most waves, EM radiation requires no medium to propagate and
may be transmitted through a vacuum (e.g. space). Discrete packets of energy, photons,
are used to describe the particle functions of EM radiation. The Einstein-Planck equation
relates the energy of a photon to its wavelength and frequency as followed
E = hν

(1.1)

where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of the wave. And frequency is
related to wavelength, λ, and the speed of light, c, in equation 2:

λ=

c

ν

(1.2)

2
Herein, the term optical spectroscopy will be used to describe all analytical
methods that are based on the absorption or emission of EM radiation by matter within
the UV (200-400 nm), visible (400-650 nm), and near infrared (650-1100 nm) regions of
the electromagnetic spectrum.

Absorption and emission processes are commonly

illustrated by the Jablonski diagram shown in Figure 1.1.1 In the diagram, S0, S1, and S2
correspond to the ground, first, and second electronic singlet states respectively. T1 is
used to denote the first excited triplet state. Each electronic energy level is further
divided into vibrational energy levels.

The absorption processes, and subsequent

deactivation processes of excited states are described in detail below.

Sn

S2
IC
S1
E
n
e
r
g
y

T2
A

F

ISC

IC
T1
P

S0
Figure 1.1. Illustration of the Jablonski Diagram.

3
Absorption. The absorption of light results in an electronic transition in an atom

or molecule. Electrons are excited from the ground state, S0, to some higher vibrational
level of either S1 or S2 when a photon of light is absorbed. The energy of the absorbed
photon of light corresponds to the energy difference between the excited and ground
states. In molecules, an electron is promoted from the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The absorption process
occurs very rapidly (10-15 sec) to form excited state, allowing no time for significant
displacement of the nuclei; each atom has nearly the same position and momentum
before and after an electron transition (Frank Condon principle).

Therefore, the

absorption spectrum only provides information about the average ground state of the
absorbing species, along with its immediate surrounding solvent molecules.
Vibrational Relaxation. The absorption of a photon by a molecule is usually to

a vibrational level above the ‘zeroth’ vibrational level of the excited singlet state.2
Vibrational relaxation is a nonradiative process that follows the deactivation of a
molecule from a higher vibrational level within the same electronic excited state. This
process generally occurs within 10-12 sec or less. In solution, the molecule quickly loses
the excess vibrational energy (heat) through collisions with solvent molecules.
Internal Conversion. Internal conversion describes the nonradiative transition

which occurs between two electronic states of the same multiplicity; i.e., when an excited
molecule in the S2 state deactivates to the S1 state. In this process, the excess energy is
again dissipated in the form of heat. Moreover, molecules interacting with each other and
the solvent may cause this transition as well.

4
Intersystem Crossing and Phosphorescence. Intersystem crossing occurs when

a molecule transitions from an excited singlet state to the first excited triplet state. As a
molecule enters a triplet state, its electron spin becomes reversed. Thus, one of the
electrons undergoes a spin inversion from either + 1 2 to - 1 2 or vice versa.
Phosphorescence is the emission of a photon during a transition between states with
different spin quantum numbers.
Fluorescence Emission. The radiational transition from S1 to S0 causes the

emission of a photon of light energy is called fluorescence. The molecule can return to
one of several vibrational energy levels of the ground state. The amount of energy
emitted in this process corresponds to the energy difference between S1(0) and a
particular vibrational level of S1. Just as absorption of light occurs between the lowest
vibrational state of S0 (0) and one of several vibrational levels of S1, the radiative process
of fluorescence place from S1(0) to any of the vibrational levels of S0.
Luminescence.

Fluorescence and phosphorescence are both examples of

luminescence, the emission of light from any excited state in a molecule. Luminescence
methods are inherently more sensitive than absorption measurements due to the
elimination

of

background

interference

in

luminescence

measurements.

Chemiluminescence is produced when a chemical reaction yields an electronically
excited molecule, which emits light as it returns to the ground state.3 When this chemical
reaction occurs in biological systems, it is called bioluminescence.
Although both transitions emit photons of light, fluorescence should not be
confused phosphorescence. In the case of phosphorescence, the interconversion from a
singlet to triplet state is not allowed, and does not occur readily.4 The result is that
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phosphorescence generally takes place in milliseconds or longer.

Many biological

systems display phosphorescence, such as marine plant and animal life. Because the two
processes are merely distinguished by the unpaired spin of the triplet state, examining the
magnetic field properties of a biomolecule can confirm the presence of phosphorescence
over bioluminescence. Molecules containing heavy atoms such as bromine and iodine
are often phosphorescent.1 The heavy atoms facilitate intersystem crossing, enhancing
phosphorescent yields. For the sake of simplicity, only fluorescence emission will be
considered for remainder of the discussion.

General Properties of Fluorescence Emission

Compared to the absorption spectra, fluorescence spectra are always
bathochromically shifted (i.e., towards longer wavelengths). This is called a Stokes shift.
Another general property of fluorescence is that the same emission spectrum is usually
observed irrespective of the excitation wavelength.

As mentioned previously,

fluorescence typically occurs from the lowest vibrational level of an excited state (i.e.,
Kasha’s rule). Upon excitation into higher electronic and vibrational levels, excess
energy is quickly dissipated, resulting in relaxation of the excited fluorophore to the
lowest vibrational level of S1. Because this relaxation occurs so rapidly, the emission
spectra are usually independent of the excitation wavelength. This phenomenon also
results in fluorescence spectra being the mirror image of its absorption spectra.
There are many exceptions to the mirror image rule, particularly seen in cyanine
dyes. The shorter wavelength shoulder often observed in cyanine dyes is the result of
molecular excitation to the second excited state (S2) which rapidly relaxes to S1. Thus,
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the mirror image of S0 → S1 absorption is not of the total absorption spectrum. Other
exceptions include the spectra of pH-sensitive fluorophores, the formation of excited state
complexes, and the formation of excited state dimers (excimers).
Fluorescence Parameters.

To understand the quantitative parameters used in

fluorescence measurements, the Beer-Lambert law is first examined. According to the
Beer-Lambert law, absorbance, A, is defined as
A = εbc = log

I0
I

(1.3)

where ε is the molar extinction coefficient, b is the sample cell pathlength, c is the
concentration, I0 is the intensity of the incident light and I is the intensity of light which
passes through the sample.

The molar extinction coefficient is a quantitative

measurement of a molecule’s ability to absorb light, dependent on measured wavelength
and not the sample concentration.
Fluorescence can now be written in terms of Equation 1.3.

IA = I0 - I = I0(1-10-εbc)

(1.4)

and

IF = I0(1-10-εbc)φF

(1.5)

where the term φF is the quantum yield of the fluorophore. Thus, the fluorescence signal
depends on the incident light intensity, the absorbance of the sample (i.e., sample
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concentration) at the wavelength of excitation, λex, and φF. As a result, Equation 1.5 can
be simplified as

IF = 2.303φFI1εbc

(1.6)

In dilute solutions, a linear relationship between the fluorescence intensity and
concentration is observed.
Solvent Effects. The wavelength and intensity of fluorescence emission of a

fluorophore depend strongly on extrinsic properties such as temperature, viscosity and
solvent polarity. In general, emission spectra will weaken and red-shifted with increasing
solvent polarity.1,

5

This phenomenon is attributed to the electron of the fluorophore

expanding, thereby increasing the fluorophore’s polarizability and lowering the excitation
energy. The fluorophore is usually excited to an excited vibrational level within S1. The
excess vibrational energy is rapidly lost to the solvent resulting in the Stokes shift.
Solvent effects shift the emission to still lower energy due to stabilization of the excited
state by the polar solvent molecules. Typically, the fluorophore has a larger dipole
moment in the excited state than in the ground state. Following excitation, the solvent
dipoles will reorient around the fluorophore’s excited state dipoles, lowering the energy
of the excited state. The more polar a fluorophore, the more sensitive it is to solvent
polarity. Probe-probe interactions will also affect a fluorophore’s emission spectra. The
propensity of cyanine dyes to self-associate will discussed in further detail in Chapter 2.
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Other Factors Affecting Fluorescence.

When performing fluorescence

measurements, many factors must be considered. First, all samples will scatter the
exciting light to some extent.

Two light scattering phenomena to consider during

fluorescence measurements are Rayleigh and Raman light scattering. Rayleigh scattering
depends on the particle size of the solute or any suspended material.2 The intensity of
Rayleigh scattering is proportional to r6/λ4, where r is the particle radius. By monitoring
excitation slitwidths and choosing excitation wavelengths on the low energy (red) edge of
the absorption spectrum, Rayleigh scattering can be minimized. The second type of
scattering, Raman, involves the loss of excitation light energy lessened by vibrational
modes of the solvent molecules.

When the sample fluorescence is intense, the

contribution of the Raman band will be negligible. To test for the contribution of Raman
scattering, the measurements can be replicated with the λex shifted 10 nm. The Raman
band will shift in the same direction.
A great deal of error in fluorescence measurements can be overcome by simply
moderating the sample concentration. At high sample concentrations, the solution in the
front of the cell is exposed to a higher excitation light intensity than the sample near the
opposite side due to sample absorption. This is called the inner filter effect. The inner
filter effect can result in a deviation from linearity with respect to Equation 1.6. The
percent error observed from the inner filter effect is shown in Table 1.1. Inner filter error
is usually minimized by performing experiments at a concentration at which A at λex is
<0.1. If experiments must be performed at a certain concentration, then this error may
also be minimized by choosing a λex at which A is <0.1 on the low energy side of the
absorption spectrum.
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Table 1.1.a Relationship of Fluorescence Error Propagation with Absorbance

Absorbance

Percentage error in IF

0.01

1.1

0.05

5.5

0.10

10.6

0.20

20.0

a

Adapted from reference 2.
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Circular Dichroism

Circular dichroism is a form of absorption spectroscopy which measures the
differential absorption of right- and left-circularly polarized light (CPL). Asymmetric or
chiral molecules exhibit CD bands within its absorption spectra because they absorb leftand right-CPL to different extents and therefore considered optically active. CD can only
arise within in the spectral region where absorbance occurs.

If the absorbance is

essentially zero, there cannot be a measurable difference in CPL:
ΔA = AL - AR

1.7

Origin of the Ellipse. Linear polarized light can be viewed as a superposition

circularly polarized light possessing equal and opposite amplitude and phase (Figure
1.2).6

A projection of the combined amplitudes perpendicular to the propagation

direction thus yields a line. When this light passes through an optically active sample
with a different absorbance for the two components, the amplitude of the stronger
component will be smaller than that of the less absorbed component. The consequence is
that a projection of the resulting amplitude yields an ellipse instead of the usual line,
while the polarization direction has not changed. This ellipticity is called CD or Cotton
Effects (CE).

Right and left CPL will be absorbed to different extents at some

wavelengths due to differences in extinction coefficients for the two polarized rays. It is
important to note that CD will only be observed within the absorption bands of the
asymmetric chromophore (intrinsic) or symmetric chromophore in an asymmetric
environment (extrinsic CD).
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of the origin of an ellipse adapted from reference 6. Linear
polarized light can be viewed as a superposition of opposite circular polarized light of
equal amplitude and phase. The differential absorption of the left- and right hand
polarized component leads to an ellipse (CD band).
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CD Instrumentation.

CD measurements are performed on a CD

spectropolarimeter. The essential elements of spectropolarimeter are shown in Figure
1.3. Typically the instrument is equipped with a Xenon Arc lamp excitation light source.

However, unlike a traditional spectrophotometer, CD instruments only contain one
monochromator (quartz prism or diffraction grating). Linearly polarized light is passed
through either a Pockels cell or photoelastic modulator which produces a beam that
modulates the beam alternately into left- and right-CPL.7 Pockels cells or photoelastic
modulators are isotropic elements which are rendered anisotropic through the application
of external stress. In Pockels cells, stress is created by the application of AC highvoltage to an ammonium dideuterium phosphate crystal. In photoelastic modulators,
stress is induced through a piezoelectric effect. The beam then passes through the sample
to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT signal output is converted to voltage and
split. One signal contains the alternating current signal proportional to the CD (the
differential absorption of one component over the other). The other signal is averaged,
and is related to the mean light absorption. The ratio of the two signals varies linearly as
a function of the CD amplitude, and is the recorded signal of interest. The detected signal
can then be processed as ΔA vs. λ.
The difference in left and right handed absorbance AL – AR is very small, usually
in the range of 0.0001, corresponding to an ellipticity of a few 1/100th of a degree.
Ellipticity, θ, is related to ΔA as followed:8
θ=

2.303
180
⋅ (A L − A R ) ⋅
⋅ [deg]
π
4

1.8

For most spectropolarimeters, raw data output of ellipticity, θ, is in units of millidegrees.
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FDCD-PMT

hυ
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F

L

CD

S

CD-PMT

Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram of a spectropolarimeter. hν = light energy; M =
monochromator; L = lens; F = filter; CD = CD modulator; S = sample; CD-PMT = CD
photomultiplier tube; FDCD-PMT = FDCD photomultiplier tube.
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In order to normalize CD data with respect to concentration, C, pathlength, l, CD
is often reported in the literature as either molar ellipticity, [θ], or molar CD, Δε:
[θ] =

θ
10 ⋅ C ⋅ l

Δε = [θ]/3298

1.9
1.10

And protein CD is typically reported in terms of mean residue ellipticity [θ]MRE:
[θ]MRE =

θ
10 ⋅ C r ⋅ l

1.11

where
Cr =

n ⋅ 1000 ⋅ c g
MW

1.12

and n is the number of peptide bonds (residues), cg is the macromolecule concentration
(g/mL), and MW is the molecular weight of the species.
Applications of Circular Dichroism
Far UV Protein Analysis. The major advancements in protein engineering and

protein synthesis in the last two decades has brought about a resurgence of interest in
protein secondary structure determination using CD techniques. And many detailed
reviews have been published dedicated to the use of CD for protein research.9-17 Protein
optical activity is owed to their abundance of L-amino acids and right handed α-helices.
The electronic transitions between different residues in a protein also contribute to its
overall optical activity. When CD measurements are performed in the far UV (170-250
nm) and UV (250 - 400 nm) region, chromophores from amino acid side chains
(asymmetric) and peptide bonds (symmetric) will give important information about
protein primary structure.
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Protein secondary structure cannot be differentiated using isotropic absorption
spectroscopy techniques. The spectral comparisons of far UV spectrophotometry versus
far UV CD are presented in Figure 1.4. However, using anisotropic CD measurements,
protein secondary structure is readily discerned.18 The orientation differences of the
peptide bond chromophore in the three protein secondary structures result in differences
in the electronic transitions. These differences translate to three distinct bands for the
three basic secondary structures α-helix, β-sheet, and randomly coiled. The lowest
energy transition in the peptide bond chromophore is the n→π* transition observed at
210-220 nm displaying very weak intensity (εmax ~100). The n→π* transition appears in
the α-helical polypeptides as a small shoulder near 220 nm. For α-helical polypeptides, a
much stronger band is center at 190 nm corresponding to the π→π* transition. This
transition is responsible for the majority of the peptide bond absorbance (εmax ~7000). In
using CD over isotropic far-UV absorbance, these transitions are more easily
distinguished. Exciton splitting of the π→π* transitions results in the positive band at
192 nm and the negative band at 208 nm observed in α helical polypeptides. Table 1.2
displays the three basic protein secondary structures, the corresponding CE bands and the
electronic transitions responsible for them. The mean residue ellipticity reported was
used in Chapter 4 to validate CD data collected for poly-L-lysine.
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Figure 1.4. Far UV spectral comparison of absorption vs. CD spectroscopy for protein
secondary structure identification. The spectra on the left are adapted from reference 17
and the spectra on the right are from reference 18.
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Table 1.2 Far UV CD of Proteins
Secondary
structure

α-helix

β-sheet

random coil

Cotton Effects
(Wavelength)
+
~192 nm
208 nm
222 nm
+
195-200 nm
215-220 nm
~200 nm
+
220 nm

[θ] (deg cm2 dmol-1)

Electronic
Transition

60,000 to 80,000

π→π*

-36,000

π→π*

-36,000

n→π*

30,000 to 50,000

π→π*

-10,000 to -20,000

n→π*

-20,000

π→π*

---

n→π*

As with NMR experiments, CD measurements are quite advantageous for the
purpose of determining protein secondary structure in its native form (i.e., aqueous
solution).

Furthermore, CD allows for changes in solvent environment (e.g. pH,

denaturants, temperature) to be monitored accurately.

And most importantly, CD

experiments are non-destructive to protein samples. Yet advantages of CD spectroscopy
must also be tempered with the drawbacks met in measuring CD in the far UV region.
Specifically, interference from the sample matrix can be quite problematic. To minimize
interference, only very dilute non absorbing (i.e., 20mM phosphate, borate, or Tris)
buffers are allowed for measurements below 200 nm.

Unfortunately, background

interference makes CD experimentation subject to a great deal of experimental error; the
average accuracy of fits is about +/- 10%.
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Induced CD. When an achiral chromophore is bound to a chiral molecule, CD

can be observed within the absorption bands of that chromophore. Figure 1.5 This
phenomenon is called induced CD or extrinsic Cotton effects (CE).19, 20 Although the CD
of the chiral inducer may also change upon association, this is not indicative of induced
CD. There are two generally accepted modes of inducing CD, induction of a dominating
chiral structure of the achiral molecule or induction of a chiral arrangement of the electric
dipole transition moments between the relevant chromophores of the achiral (guest) and
chiral (host) molecules. Because some chiral inducing molecules such as tartrates can
induce substantially different CD bands within different achiral environments, it is
important to confirm induced CD of the achiral molecule outside the absorption band of
the chiral species.
Induced CD has been quite advantageous to the drug industry by elucidating the
binding interactions between achiral drug chromophores and protein binding sites.
Induced CD can also be used to describe the absolute configuration of the associating
species.21 Induced CD is also utilized to describe chiral selectivity and recognition.
Chiral recognition within protein or enzyme binding sites is often described in terms of a
three-point interaction model.22-26 This model mandates that a chiral selector will only
recognize its chiral target if three points of interaction occur. However, this model has
come under quite a bit of scrutiny in recent years for being too stringent and quite
possibly only relevant to the lock and key mechanisms of enzymology.
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(intrinsic CD
observed)

Achiral molecule
(UV-Vis active, no
CD)

Chiral host
inducer
(modified CD)

Achiral guest
molecule
(ICD)
A+B

Figure 1.5. Illustration of induced CD.
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Exciton Coupling and the Exciton Chirality Method. When two or more

chromophores are brought into proximity with each other, even if they are not
conjugated, they may interact with each other when one chromophore is excited. This
phenomenon is called exciton coupling.27

Using CD, valuable stereochemical

information may be extracted from exciton-coupled spectra. A bisignate CD band is
observed when the interacting chromophores form a chiral array of excited dipoles. Even
if the two chromophores have no orbital overlap and electron exchange is negligible, two
or more chromophores can interact with each. When two chromophores have similar
energy levels, the electric dipole transition on one chromophore can interact with that
from the other chromophore, and the excitation energy becomes delocalized over the two
chromophores. The term exciton refers to the delocalized excitation produced by dipoledipole coupling of locally excited states. The exciton coupling results in a split of the
locally excited states. This splitting is can be observed in absorption spectrophotometry
as two distinct bands in the UV-Vis spectrum, one red shifted from the center of the local
excitation and one blue shifted from the excitation. Yet, unless the exciton splitting is
quite large, one typically sees only a single broad band when both exciton transitions are
allowed. When only one transition is allowed, the band may be either red-shifted or blueshifted. It is important to note that two chromophores may or may not be identical and,
moreover, they do not necessarily have to be in the same molecule to interact.28
Each exciton band will have a corresponding CD band if the two chromophores
are arranged in a chiral configuration. Since exciton coupling always appears as a
oppositely signed CD bands, it is usually much easier to detect exciton coupling by CD
spectroscopy than with absorption spectroscopy.

Both spectrophotometry and CD
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spectra depend on the electronic transitions, as well as their distance and orientation with
one another. Harada and Nakanishi determined that the sign of the biphasic CD band is
directly related to the absolute configuration of the interacting chromophore.27-31 This
observation, termed the exciton chirality rule, is illustrated in Figure 1.6. According to
the when the induced electric dipoles are oriented in a negative (-) torsion angle (i.e.,
negative chirality), the longer wavelength component of the associated exciton couplet
exhibits a negative CE. Alternately, when dipoles are oriented to form a positive (+)
torsion angle (positive chirality), the longer wavelength CE is positive. The distance
between the two component CD curves of opposite signs (not the positive and negative
extrema of actual curves) is called the Davydov split.
The exciton chirality rule, allows for a simple and versatile approach for
establishing absolute configurations and conformations of organic compounds in solution
on a microscale. This technique is commonly referred to as the exciton chirality method.
The exciton chirality method is quite sensitive. The amount of sample required is of the
same order as that for measurements of electronic spectra. Exciton chirality is also quite
significant in far UV CD measurements of proteins and peptides. In a polypeptide, the
amide chromophore exhibits little orbital overlay or charge transfer.29 The CD spectrum
of the α-helix is dominated by the exciton effect of the 190 nm π→π* electronic
transition. Particularly in the case of short helices, the spectrum is very sensitive to the
direction of the π→π* transition dipole moment.
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Figure 1.6. The determination of absolute configuration by using the Exciton Chirality
Method.
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Fluorescence Detected Circular Dichroism

Fluorescence detected circular dichroism (FDCD) is a chiroptical technique first
developed by Tinoco and co-workers.32 In FDCD, the difference in absorption for left
and right-CPL is obtained by measuring the difference in fluorescence intensity for left
and right circularly polarized excitation. The method is based on the assumption that the
excitation spectrum of a fluorophore parallels that of the absorption spectrum. This is
usually true for fluorophores in which energy transfer is negligible.
FDCD reports information about the fluorophore in the ground state.33

The

polarization of the fluorescent light is not measured. The method in which the actual
polarization of fluorescent light is measured is called circularly polarized (CP)
luminescence.

In contrast to FDCD, CP luminescence gives information about the

excited state of a fluorophore.34

Although CP luminescence is useful in

multichromophoric molecules, the vanishing fluorescence yield renders the technique
inapplicable to many monochromophoric systems. This example demonstrates advantage
of FDCD over CP luminescence.
As with other fluorescence techniques, the fluorescence detection of FDCD has
several advantages over its absorption counterpart. FDCD techniques are more selective
and sensitive of the CD measurement for chiral chromophores. First, FDCD allows for
zero background interference in measurements, thus allowing for more sensitivity.
Experimentally, FDCD measurements have shown up to a 100-fold improvement in
sensitivity over CD measurements.35 In Figure 1.7 gives a spectral comparison of
induced CD and induced FDCD of equimolar concentrations of NIR cyanine dye IR 783
bound to HSA at 0.5 μM. Increased sensitivity allows for minimal analyte concentrations
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to be used, thereby eliminating spectral alterations from unwanted intermolecular and
intramolecular associations which may alter the CD measurements. In addition, the
selectivity gained in FDCD measurements becomes quite useful in systems in which both
fluorescent and nonfluorescent chromophores are present. And any spectral changes
observed will be as a result of changes in the microenvironment of the fluorophore alone.
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Figure 1.7. Depiction of the sensitivity of FDCD over CD.
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The binding interactions of bilirubin to four mammalian serum albumins were
reported using multi-dimensional FDCD.36 The FDCD instrument used by Thomas et al
measures the multidimensional FDCD spectrum as a function of excitation and emission
wavelengths. For this unique technique, an intensified photodiode array was introduced
as the detector. The multidimensional FDCD allowed for even more selectivity over
standard FDCD and CD measurements. This modified instrument allowed for separation
of mixtures by spectral methods instead of chemical or physical techniques. In order to
further separate the contribution of specific chiral fluorophores from sample mixtures,
competitive assays using the anticoagulant drug warfarin were also performed. In using
multidimensional technique, Thomas and co-workers were able to demonstrate the
application of separating chiral fluorophores from an interfering background without the
need for exhaustive separation steps prior to FDCD analysis.
In addition, combining quenching techniques with multidimensional FDCD
experiments provided a selective monitor for chiral fluorophores.37

When various

quenchers are utilized in a study, fluorescence quenching can provide invaluable
information about the specific microenvironment of a fluorophore (e.g. hydrophobicity
and electrostatic interactions), thereby allowing for even more selectivity.

In this

technique, the diminution of FDCD to confirm the quenching of bound ligand to HSA.
Combining quenching experiments with multidimensional FDCD is quite useful in
systems containing both a chiral and achiral fluorophore. Multidimensional FDCD was
also paired with quenching techniques to study Site I and Site II ligand binding in HSA.38
In using the combined techniques, Thomas et al confirmed that Site I was more
hydrophobic than Site II.
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Summary

The optical spectroscopy methods discussed herein were each utilized for the
investigation of binding interactions of near infrared (NIR) cyanine dyes with proteins
and polypeptides. The spectral properties of cyanines are quite sensitive to the probe’s
microenvironment. Much information can be derived from the distinct spectral changes
observed when NIR probes are either bound to protein or exist as aggregates. In this
way, the optical spectroscopy methods mentioned allow for binding interactions of
biomolecule-ligand (e.g., protein-dye) systems to be detected indirectly. Through these
spectral changes, a linear relationship can be derived in which the apparent binding
constants can also be obtained. Emission spectroscopy is quite advantageous for the
determination of binding constants, since blue-shifted cyanine aggregates exhibit minimal
fluorescence and spectra are not complicated by multiple species. The high sensitivity of
fluorescence spectroscopy also allows for the use of very low probe concentrations. Low
dye concentrations ensure protein structure is not distorted by the labels, thus confirming
a more accurate binding model.

Furthermore, these methods are also noninvasive,

nondestructive, and in many cases very little material is required for analysis. Another
advantage of optical spectroscopy methods is that samples can be measured in solution,
in contrast to certain techniques such as X-ray crystallography.

And finally the

information obtained from CD and FDCD measurements when a symmetrical probe is in
an asymmetrical environment (e.g. protein binding site) is quite valuable. Induced CD
only occurs when the chromophore is bound to protein through at least three points of
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interaction. This fact confers a great deal of selectivity in chiroptical measurements.
And for all these reasons, optical spectroscopy methods are ideal for binding analysis of
biomolecule-dye interactions.
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CHAPTER II
Near Infrared Cyanine Dyes and Their Applications

Introduction

The photophysical properties of near infrared (NIR) dyes within various types of
media have resulted in their use in a variety of applications such as photodynamic
therapy, silver halide sensitizers, laser diodes, and optical data storage to name a few.1
Cyanine dyes contain two heterocyclic components connected by a polymethine bridge
having an odd number of carbons.2 Varying the nature of the heterocyclic structure or
lengthening the bridge results in dye absorption and fluorescence maxima extending into
longer wavelengths. NIR dyes are typically characterized by large molar absorptivities
and strong fluorescence in aqueous solutions.

In biological applications, NIR

fluorescence can be particularly advantageous due to the absence of background
interference because dye absorption bands are well removed from those most
biomacromolecules (Figure 2.1). Furthermore, scatter noise (i.e., Raman and Rayleigh)
is reduced in NIR spectroscopy since it is related to wavelength of detection by 1/γ4.3 In
addition, NIR spectroscopy has become advantageous because diode lasers as excitation
sources and the avalanche photodiodes as signal transducers are now more readily
available at relatively low cost, possessing long operation lifetimes.
Dyes have been used extensively in biological research throughout the last several
decades. When examining the published literature, it is important to note that this
research has always been dictated by dye availability. Because visible dyes were made
available much earlier than their longer wavelength counterparts, a significant part of the
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literature focuses only on dyes exhibiting spectral characteristics (absorption and
emission) in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Despite the numerous
advantages of using near-infrared (NIR) dyes, the limitations of earlier detection methods
made the utilization of the longer wavelength range less attractive. However, with the
advent of both semiconductor detectors and laser excitation sources in the 1980s,
instruments working within the NIR region began to emerge. The use of the compact and
cheap GaAlAs laser diode with its high power output and long lifetime (≥100 000 h)
opened up opportunities for researchers that had not previously been available. Since
then a large number of research groups have been actively utilizing the NIR spectral
region for a broad range of biological applications.
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Figure 2.1. The typical absorption range of organic compounds used for the analysis of
biomolecules. Revised from reference 11.
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Polymethine carbocyanine dyes, possessing varying numbers of conjugated
systems commonly absorb in the NIR region. Because NIR carbocyanine dyes readily
dissolve in water, they are particularly useful for biological and medical applications. In
recent years, NIR dyes have been used to study proteins in solution owing to their
absorption regions lying far beyond the absorption of most biomolecules. Although
biomolecules such as hemoglobin and cytochromes exhibit NIR absorption, their
absorption bands are much weaker than dye in this region. Moreover, few biomolecules
undergo any electronic transitions within the NIR region, thus Raman and Rayleigh light
scattering is greatly reduced. Consequently, improved signal-to-noise ratios are typically
observed in the NIR region. And impurities from other sources or unreacted starting
materials need not be considered since such species are not detected in longer
wavelengths, particularly when single wavelength detection methods (i.e., some
chromatographic techniques) are employed and only pure compound is observed.

As a result of the increasing availability of resources, NIR spectroscopy has
become much more specialized as well. This chapter will focus only on a specific
segment of this field, i.e., protein-carbocyanine dye interaction. Although at first glance
this scope may seem quite narrow, carbocyanine dyes are some of the most valuable
probes for protein research because they are water soluble at low concentrations and
demonstrate strong affinities for biomolecules. In addition, carbocyanines are relatively
easy to synthesize and their properties are readily controlled by subtle structural changes.
Although nucleic acids are also an important class of biomolecules, they typically require
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dyes with properties uniquely tailored for their characterization. Thus, this chapter will
mainly focus on medical and clinical applications using only NIR carbocyanine dyes and
protein.
Polymethine Dye Structure

Polymethine and polyene dyes are characterized by a chain of methine groups,
i.e., by a system of conjugated double bonds.4 The carbon atoms of the methine groups
may be substituted by groups other than hydrogen, or they may be parts of carbocyclic or
heterocyclic ring systems. The chain ends of polyenes are typically alkyl or other groups
which do not influence the electronic excitation of the dye. Carotenoids, the most
important group of polyene dyes, are naturally occurring in nature and require twentytwo methine groups, or 11 double bonds, to shift the absorption spectrum into the visible
region.
In polymethine dyes, an electron donor D and an electron acceptor A terminate
the chain of methine groups. The structural backbone of polymethine dyes is depicted in
Figure 2.2. Polymethines can be classified by the number of methine groups in which n

= 0, 1, 2, etc. corresponding to mono-, tri-, penta- (etc)-methines.

In addition,

polymethines can be further subdivided with respect to the structure of the electron
donor-acceptors. For instance, in the largest group of cationic polymethine dyes (i.e., q =
+1 in Figure 2.2) the donor and acceptor moieties contain nitrogen. And depending on
whether or not both or one of the nitrogens are components of a ring moiety, they are
named cyanine, hemicyanine, or streptocyanine. The classification of polymethines is
illustrated in Table 2.1.
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Generally, polymethine dyes have an all-trans geometry in their stable form.
However, the photoisomerization of these dyes have also been reported.5-8 Tatikolov et
al. report the interaction of meso-substituted anionic thiacarbocyanines with HSA results
in cis→trans isomerization and, as a consequence, an appearance and a steep rise of dye
fluorescence.
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Figure 2.2. Structural backbone of polymethine dyes. Revised from reference 4.
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Table 2.1.a Classification of polymethine dyes
Group Name

General Formula

Z

Example

Z

Cyanine
N+

N
N+

n

N
X-

OCH3

Z

Hemicyanin
N+

N
N+

n

N
H
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Streptocyanine
N+

N
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OCH3

-

N+

N

n
H
N

O

O

O

H
N

O

Oxonol
HN
NH

N

n
O

a

Taken from reference 4.
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The Spectra-Dye Structure Relationship

The monomethine cyanines typically show absorption in the visible region, and
with each extension of the chromophore by one vinylene moiety (CH=CH) causes a
bathochromic shift of about 100 nm.1,

9-11

Substituents at the chromophore cause

additional shifts in absorption. Marked spectral changes are observed with strongly
electron donating or strongly electron withdrawing substituents on the chain. Cationic
dyes display solvent effects in nucleophilic solvents, but the spectral shifts of the λmax
values is generally low for symmetric dyes.

For asymmetrical dyes in which two

different chromophores are present, their maxima are generally displaced to shorter
wavelengths compared to the average values of λmax in the corresponding symmetric
dyes.
The extensive conjugation in the dye molecule increases the instability which can
result in photobleaching or shorten the shelf life of the label. This instability may be
reduced with appropriate dye design such as phthalocyanines or incorporating the
polymethine chain into a cyclic structure.

The formation of an anti-aromatic ring

structure through the cyclization of the polymethine chain leads to deeply colored
compounds (i.e., high molar absorptivities). Yet, this structural modification results in
small spectral shifts. Patonay and Strekowski’s research groups synthesize heptamethine
cyanine dyes. In their methodology, two heterocyclic moieties are linked by VilsmeierHaack reagent which includes a heptamethine chain and the rigid structure and
conjugation of NIR dyes allows high quantum yield (Ф, 0.05-0.5) and absorptivity (ε,
150 000-250 000) and thus facilitating low detection limits.12 Figure 2.3 shows the
general structures of some indolium substituted heptamethine cyanine dyes. In general,
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squarylium dyes are close in wavelength to the cationic dinuclear cyanine dyes.1 A
comparison of croconium and squarylium dyes shows the former to be more
bathochromic. Moreover, a considerable bathochromic shift has also been observed if the
O- is replaced by OMe.
Polymethine cyanines are weakly fluorescent owing to its conformational
flexibility. In general, the fluorescence quantum yield of cyanine dyes passes through a
maximum value with extension of the polymethine bridge. The fluorescence efficiency
of some NIR polymethines is enhanced upon immobilization in complexes with
biomolecules.
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Figure 2.3. General structures of indolium substituted (a) indolenine heptamethine
cyanine dye and indolium substituted (b) tricarbocyanine, (c) squarylium, and (d)
croconium heptamethine cyanine dyes.
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Frontiers in Heptamethine Cyanine Dye Synthesis

The synthesis of sterically rigidized polymethine dyes containing rings within the
polymethine backbone typically start with alicyclic ketones, ketals, enamines, or enol
ethers.13 These compounds possess two activated methine or methylene groups, which
readily react with Vilsmeier’s reagent to form the initial cyanine whose polymethine
chain can then be lengthened by nucleophilic reaction with other heterocyclic methylene
bases leading to tricarbocyanines similar to the one pictured in Figure 2.3. This synthetic
pathway is used extensively by both the Patonay14 and Strekowski9, 15 groups. Many of
the dyes synthesized and characterized by the Patonay and Strekowski groups contain
chlorine atoms at the meso position of the cyclic polymethine backbone which are ideal
for facile displacement reactions in the presence of nucleophiles. This novel approach to
the derivatization of cyanines was used for the synthesis of an isothiocyanato derivative
of a tricarbocyanine heptamethine dye for covalent protein labeling schemes.16
Most cyanine dyes have traditionally been synthesized by a condensation reaction
between a heterocyclic base containing an activated methyl group and an unsaturated bisaldehyde or its equivalent, usually as Schiff base in the presence of a catalyst.17 The
catalyst most often used has been sodium acetate. Narayanan and Patonay reported a
novel method for the uncatalyzed synthesis of heptamethine cyanine dyes. The potential
of these dyes as precursors for making functionalized near-infrared biomolecular labels
was also reported.

The reaction involves heating a mixture of N-alkyl-substituted

quarternary salts derived from 2,3,3-trimethylindole or 2,3,3-trimethylbenzindole and 2chloro-1-formyl-3-(hydroxymethylene)cyclohex-1-ene to reflux in a mixture of 1-butanol
and benzene as solvent. An important feature of this method is that the slower rate of the
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reaction allows one to prepare asymmetric dyes derived from two different heterocycles
in a single pot with fairly good yield. Thus, allowing for more uniquely tailored spectral
characteristics of the NIR labels. These dyes can be readily derivatized for various
covalent protein labeling and DNA sequencing applications.
Cyanine Dye Aggregation

Cyanine dyes quite readily aggregate in aqueous solution. These aggregates
exhibit absorption bands quite different from the monomeric species.10 Aggregate bands
which are bathochromically shifted in relation to monomeric band are called Jaggregates, after E.E. Jelley.18-21 Bands which are blue shifted relative to the monomeric
peak are attributed to the H-aggregates. Figure 2.4 illustrates the typical absorption
spectra of H- and J-aggregates in aqueous solutions. The tendency of dye molecules to
aggregate depends on the structure of the dye as well as the environment.10

Dye

aggregation is mainly promoted by hydrogen bonding and/or strong van der Waals
interactions. The delocalized positive charge of the cyanine dye structure promotes
strong stacking by van der Waals interactions. Flat ring moieties such as benzene rings
also readily aggregate. Environmental factors of aggregation include micellar, pH, ionic
strength, concentration, solvent polarity, and temperature.
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J
M
H

Figure 2.4. Absorption spectra of cyanine dye aggregation. Revised from reference 10.
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Cyanine dye aggregation has been described by the exciton coupling model
(Figure 2.5).10 Both H- and J-aggregates are composed of parallel dye molecules stacked
plane to plane and end to end to produce a two-dimensional dye crystal structure.
According to this model, the dye molecule is described as a point dipole and the excitonic
state of the dye aggregate splits into two levels through the interaction of transition
dipoles. The molecules may aggregate in a parallel way (plane to plane stacking) or in a
head to tail (end to end) arrangement to form H- and J-aggregates respectively. The
angle between the line of centers of a column of dye molecules and the long axis of any
one of the parallel molecules is called the angle of slippage, α. The bathochromic shift
exhibited by J-aggregates is the result of a large molecular slippage (α < ~32°).
Likewise, the small slippage angle (α > ~32°)

results in the hypsochromic shift of H-

aggregates.

H-aggregates are described to be in a brickwork formation, whereas J-aggregates
are believed to be more of a staircase conformation. In the brickwork formation, dipoles
are completely coupled and are promoted to higher energy excited states (shorter
wavelengths). Yet, in the staircase conformation, J-aggregate dipoles are only partially
coupled and are only excited to the lowest energy excited states (longer wavelengths).
Only J-aggregates are capable of producing fluorescence with a large quantum yield.22
Since fluorescence only occurs from the lowest energy excited state (Kasha’s rule), only
J-aggregates will fluoresce.

H-aggregates typically posses low molar extinction

coefficients and quantum yields compared to their monomeric absorption bands.14, 23, 24
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H-aggregation is mainly encountered in bioorganic systems, whereas J-aggregation is
generally applied in to photographic light harvesting, optical recording media, and laser
technology. The orientation of dye molecules related to the angle of slippage is depicted
in Figure 2.6.

M

H

J

Figure 2.5. Exciton coupling model of carbocyanine aggregation. After reference 10.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

α
Figure 2.6. Representative models of cyanine dye aggregates in solution: dye
aggregates with brickwork (a); ladder (b); and staircase (c) molecular arrays; α is the
angle of slippage. After reference 10.
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Understanding Protein-Ligand Interactions Through Dye Aggregation Spectra

The propensity of cyanines to aggregate in aqueous solution can be quite useful
for noncovalent protein labeling studies. Important information about protein binding
sites can be derived from the spectral changes observed when the polarity of a probe’s
microenvironment is altered. For instance, when cyanines form H-aggregates in aqueous
solution, no or minimal fluorescence is observed.

Yet, when dye is bound inside

hydrophobic binding sites, the H-aggregates are dissipated and monomeric fluorescence
is observed. This phenomenon is often referred to “cut-on fluorescence” and is often
exploited in noncovalent labeling studies. Cut-on fluorescence will be discussed in
further detail in the section to follow. Cut-on fluorescence was also detected for one of
the bis-cyanine dyes introduced in Chapter 3 as well.
A portion of the work presented in this dissertation involves evaluating near
infrared probes for the detection of protein secondary structures in proteins and
polypeptides (Chapter 4). Amino acids in proteins and polypeptides orient themselves
into ordered repeating units stabilized by hydrogen bonds between amide and carboxyl
groups of the protein backbone. Similarly, cyanine dye aggregates also form ordered,
repeating structures which are stabilized by noncovalent interactions. Dye aggregates can
sometimes utilize the ordered structures of proteins and polypeptides to form a scaffold
through which supramolecular structures are formed. And depending of the orientation
of the self-associated chromophores, these superstructures may chiral in nature,
exhibiting CD within the absorption bands of the dye aggregates. For this reason,
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cyanine dye aggregates are quite ideal for the application of protein secondary structure
sensors. The spectroscopic properties of cyanine aggregates templated by proteins and
polypeptides are described in further detail in the sections to follow.

Intramolecular H-aggregation. The nature of dye aggregation is also quite

dependent upon its interaction with a protein binding site. Jun et al. reported that bisheptamethine cyanine (BHmC) dyes are comparable to its monomeric counterpart
(RK780) in CE-LIF analysis.14

The monomeric dye, RK780, exhibits a noisy

chromatogram due to electrostatic interactions with the charged capillary wall. However,
the BHmCs reduces the noises and increases the LOD which is attributed to the strong
internal π-π interactions of the two monomeric chromophores.14, 25 The intramolecularH-type dimerization causes a reduction in spectrum response even though there may be
an interaction between positive dye and negative capillary wall. The addition of a protein
grabs and opens the stacked internal dimer and resulting in a high fluorescence response.
Another application for H-aggregation is in measuring hydrophobicity. In this
particular technique, the hydrophobicity of a dye can be applied relative to a variety of
solvent systems.

Therefore, a dye in highly polar solvent exhibits essentially non-

fluorescence and changing relative polarity with various organic alcohols increases the
quantum yield.
J-aggregates using a protein scaffold. Tatikolov and Panova

26

found that an

anionic carbocyanine dye (K4) containing sulfonate groups produced J-aggregates both
alone in aqueous solution and in the presence of the structural proteins collagen type I
and type III. In aqueous solution, K4 exists primarily in the dimeric state with a λmax =
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535 nm and the monomeric shoulder λmax ~ 570 nm. And at higher concentrations (~10-4
mol L-1), J-aggregates appear at λmax = 657-660 nm. Tatikolov and Panova report the
stimulation of J-aggregate formation when collagen is added to dilute solutions of K4
whereby aggregates were previously absent. The initial λmax of the absorption spectrum
(535 nm) drops at the expense of a growing J-aggregate band between 642 and 648 nm
for both collagen types. The J-aggregates detected in the presence of collagens have
different spectral characteristics compared to those observed for K4 alone aqueous
solution and in the presence of other additives such as gelatin; the J-aggregates formed by
using collagen as a template were considered broader and at shorter wavelengths. Yet as
with most J-aggregates, fluorescence emission was detected for J-aggregates formed by
collagen. In addition, fluorescence excitation corresponded to the absorption spectrum
observed for the aggregates. Tatikolov and Panova consider the broader bands of the
collagen J-aggregates to be indicative of less homogenous binding sites present on
collagen compared to gelatin. Furthermore, J-aggregates formed by different collagen
also appeared different from one another in λmax, bandwidth, and molar absorptivity.
The unique characteristics observed by K4 in the presence of different collagens make it
a useful probe for the application of determining the presence and type of collagens
present in a biochemical system.26, 27
Chiral J-aggregates using a HSA scaffold. The propensity of cyanine dyes to

form aggregates in polar solution has been extensively reported.28-31

The types of

aggregate states formed is dependent upon several factors such as dye structure,
concentration solvent polarity, pH, ionic strength, and temperature.32 The phenomenon
of achiral cyanine dyes spontaneously forming chiral J-aggregates has gained much
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attention in recent years for its potential to increase spectral sensitivity of photographic
emulsions.33-37

The formation of J-aggregates has recently extended to using

biomolecules such as proteins.8, 26, 38 and DNA39, 40 as templates for aggregate formation.
For instance, Zhang and co-workers formed chiral J-aggregates using the achiral cyanine
dye

PTC

{3,3’-di(3-sulfopropyl)-4,5,4’,5’-dibenzo-9-phenyl-thiacarbocyanine

triethylammonium salt] templated by HSA.

The research group used a phosphate

buffered saline (PBS) solution to form J-aggregates (λmax = 686 nm) which were redshifted and significantly narrowed compared to the monomeric band. Upon the addition
of HSA, a gradual decrease of the absorbance of the aggregate band accompanied the
appearance of a new peak at 615 nm, the monomeric band for PTC. Thus, HSA effects
the J-aggregates formed in PBS solution.

This can be explained by the stronger

interactions of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between the HSA and PTC as
compared to the weaker van der Waals forces involved in PTC self-association.
No CD signal was detected for J-aggregates alone in PBS. However, when HSA
was bound to PTC, a bisignate CD was observed. A positive band at longer wavelengths
(694 nm) and a negative band at shorter wavelengths (676 nm) are indicative of positive
chirality within J-aggregate absorption bands (686 nm).

No CD was detected

corresponding with monomeric dye molecules bound to HSA. Zhang and coworkers
propose that the induced CD observed was brought about by the conformational changes
due to local distortion when HSA and PTC aggregates, which are both oppositely charged
and hydrophobic in nature, interact with each. Furthermore, as the concentration of HSA
increases, a CD signal reversion from positive to negative chirality is observed.
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This reversion in chirality was presumed to be related to preferential binding
between different protein secondary structures. HSA predominantly consists of both αhelix and randomly coiled structures. To test this assumption, the polypeptide poly-Lglutamate (PLG) was used. At pH 4.5 and above pH 8, PLG adopts the α-helix and
randomly coiled conformations respectively.

Apart from a slight decrease in the

maximum absorbance of J-aggregates bound to PLG, increasing the pH from 1.42 to 9.00
had little effect on the overall appearance of the absorbance spectrum. However, α-helix
PLG induced a positive CD signal for PTC aggregates. In addition, at pH 8 randomly
coiled PLG showed a lower negative CD signal. The lower CD signal was attributed to
the fact that as HSA concentration increases, the J-aggregates begin to dissociate and
monomer PTC molecules are predominantly present.
At low HSA to PTC ratios (aggregates in excess), Zhang and co-workers consider
dye aggregates bind to both α-helix and randomly coiled structures. But because α-helix
structures are the predominant secondary structures in HSA, only positive chirality is
observed.

However, when HSA is in excess of PTC aggregates (high HSA

concentrations) the aggregates appear to bind preferentially to randomly coiled structures.
Zhang and coworkers believe this may be due to higher repulsive forces between the
neighboring molecules when J-aggregates are bound to α-helix structures, leading to
lower stability of these bound J-aggregates. Thus, as the HSA concentration increases,
only the aggregates bound to randomly coiled structures remain intact and visible by CD.
This conclusion was confirmed by titrating J-aggregates with more PTC. As predicted,
as the concentration of PTC increased at constant HSA concentration, the CD signal
passed from a negative to a positive CD signal.
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In addition, the reversion of chirality is also observed by varying the solution pH.
Under acidic and basic conditions, the J-aggregates exhibit negative chirality, while
positive chirality is observed under neutral conditions.

These observations were

attributed to the conformation changes of HSA at different pH values as well. This idea
was confirmed by determining the % α-helix content of HSA at various concentrations
using far UV CD. At pH 7 to 8, HSA adopts a predominantly alpha-helical structure,
thus the CD of signal of J aggregates show a positive CD band under similar conditions.
Furthermore, the presence of J-aggregate and monomer HSA bound dye is also
dependent on pH. At neutral and weakly basic pH values, most of the J-aggregates
dissociate to for monomers. Therefore, spectral changes can be explained by changes in
the conformation of HSA at different pH values. Thus, Zhang and coworkers were able
to show the presence of chiral J aggregates formed by using protein secondary structures
as scaffolds.
Protein labeling

Protein labeling with cyanine dyes is based on the relatively low fluorescence of
H-aggregates in aqueous solution. The fluorescence intensity of the dye is typically
enhanced in the presence of proteins as dye interaction with large biomolecules disrupts
the aggregates. The most advantageous feature of these noncovalent interactions is that
enhancement of the probes quantum yield, facilitating detection of biomolecules.
However, qualitative and quantitative studies of proteins are not the only useful
applications of protein labeling. Understanding the noncovalent binding mechanisms
biomolecules is invaluable to protein structure-function work in which protein-dye
interactions can be correlated to protein drug interactions. Yet, there is a great deal of
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difficulty in studying the physical parameters of noncovalent interactions. Spectroscopic
studies of noncovalent protein labeling further the understanding of protein-ligand
interactions. Binding parameters such as the binding constant and stoichiometry of
protein-dye complexes can be derived simply by measuring the emission of bound dye
relative to free dye. This very important application of protein labeling was utilized and
discussed in detail for the bis-cyanine-HSA studies presented in Chapter 3. Protein
labeling and the various advantages and disadvantages of both covalent and noncovalent
labeling are discussed in the sections to follow.
Protein characterization methods can be categorized as either qualitative or
quantitative analysis. Mass spectroscopy (MS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
X-ray crystallography are the techniques commonly employed for qualitative studies.41-47
While these techniques are quite accurate, as with many complicated techniques,
expensive instrumentation and laborious sample preparations are often required.

In

quantitative protein studies, sensitivity is often an issue, particularly in determining the
protein primary structure. And for those detection methods that utilize intrinsic protein
properties such as tryptophan fluorescence, sample size may also be an inhibiting factor.
Hence, there has been a need for an alternative way to identify and quantify proteins that
is simple and efficient as well as sensitive. Protein labeling techniques have been most
advantageous in this way. And a wide variety of dyes have been intensively researched
for labeling techonology.9, 48-50
Labeling or probe technology involves the attachment of a chromophore to a
biomolecule either covalently or noncovalently.

Labeling allows for much higher

sensitivity and better detection limits because the detection of the extrinsic chromophore
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has a much higher molar absorptivity than the protein’s intrinsic chromophore. As
previously mentioned, greater sensitivity is also achieved when studies are performed in
the more advantageous NIR region of the electromagnetic spectrum. For both qualitative
and quantitative analysis either covalent labeling or noncovalent labeling techniques can
be employed.9, 14, 49-51
Covalent labeling.

Many near-infrared dyes containing reactive groups are

commercially; yet, the majority of covalent labels are synthesized for specific biological
applications. Reactive moieties on the protein (e.g. primary amines and side chain
functional groups) are targeted by dyes for conjugation.52 Reactive amino acid functional
groups such as amines, thiols, phenols, and carboxylic acids are targeted by dyes for
covalent substitution. Dye functional groups such as isothiocyanates (SCN) and Nhydroxysuccinimidyl (NHS) esters, aldehydes, and sulfonyl halides are often used to
target either lysine or α-amines. In addition, dyes derivatized with iodoacetamides and
maleimides have been synthesized to react with protein thiols. Whereas, hydrazide or
amine groups on dyes have been used for carboxylic acid side chain substitution. Figure
2.7 shows the reactive pathways of some common labeling reagents.
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Figure 2.7. Covalent labeling schemes of amine and thiol groups of proteins
and peptides.
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In choosing a dye for a particular application, the stability of the covalent bond
must also be considered. Certain chemical reactions are only achievable depending upon
the location and quantity of reactive amino acid functional groups. Steric hindrance and
hydrophobicity make some locations of the protein undesirable. Thus, labeling efficiency
is often affected by dye specificity. For instance, Ernst and coworkers report needing at
least four reactive sites per antibody molecule in order for a covalently attached cyanine
dye to produce significant fluorescence signal for analysis.53 Yet labeling efficiency is
rarely an issue if the appropriate amino acids are targeted. Amino acid side chains
susceptible to nucleophilic attack are abundant in most proteins.

Because of their

hydrophilic nature, amino acids such as lysine are typically found on the surface of
globular proteins. Thus, dyes with functional specific for amines are often used in
covalent labeling assays. Reactions involving lysine occur easily and cleanly with a
variety of commercially available reagents. In addition, α- and ε-amine groups are
readily distinguished by exploiting the differences in pKa.
There are quite a few advantages of covalent labeling over noncovalent methods.
Covalently labeled complexes are much more stable and the opportunity for nonspecific
interactions is greatly minimized. And fluorescent covalent labels in particular, exhibit
good photostability, water solubility, and favorable photophysical properties. Due to the
specificity which can be achieved with covalent labeling, it is often the labeling method
of choice in quantitative analysis. In quantitative analysis studies, the specific dye
attached to the protein can provide the number of reactive sites or at least the degree of
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substitution (DOS).54 This particular feature of covalent labeling is useful in determining
the number of functional groups (e.g., amines) present on a protein of interest. Other
advantages and applications of covalent labeling will be discussed in further detail later.
Noncovalent labeling. Some of the drawbacks of covalent labeling are either

eliminated or minimized in noncovalent labeling techniques. Covalent labeling schemes
can be quite time consuming and require laborious purification steps.

Oftentimes,

covalent labeling reactions also require harsh, sometimes denaturant, conditions such has
elevated pH.52

In addition, Craig and Dovichi
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reported band broadening in

chromatographic applications as a result of analyte:dye heterogeneity.

Alternately,

noncovalent labeling is fast with little or no pH dependence. Also, noncovalent labels
affect the functional activity of labeled protein to a lesser extent than covalent labels.56
Covalent probes simply substitute a specific functional group of an amino acid
with a dye’s reactive moiety. In contrast, noncovalent labels are affected by a series of
neighboring subunits in the protein binding site. Thus, before any binding studies are
performed, one needs to consider the protein-dye binding equilibria (i.e., stoichiometry,
association constants and cooperativity). Both homogenous and heterogeneous ligand
binding can be affected by cooperative binding effects.57 Therefore, cooperativity must
be investigated if more than 1:1 stoichiometry is determined. And although noncovalent
labeling minimizes this concern, the affects of ligand binding on structure and function
must also be closely monitored. Experimentally, circular dichroism (CD) and X-ray
crystallography are commonly used for this purpose.57-59 In the sections that follow, the
methods for the determination of stoichiometry and binding equilibria will be discussed
further.
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When used in conjunction with capillary electrophoresis-laser induced
fluorescence (CE-LIF) increased LOD is also another important advantage of
noncovalent labeling over covalent labeling schemes as well. Benito et al. studied the
noncovalent labeling of N-arylaminonaphthalene sulfonates, bis-ANS and 2,6-TNS, with
whey proteins.60 By using CE-LIF, the LOD was increased twice that of UV detection
measurements. In addition, Colyer and coworkers has also studied noncovalent labeling
using capillary electrophoresis with laser-induced fluorescence detection (CE-LIF)
extensively.49, 61, 62 Using symmetric NN127, asymmetric SQ-3 and indocyanine green
(ICG) protein were covalently labeled. These dyes exhibit negligible fluorescence in
aqueous solution and enhanced fluorescence upon binding to proteins. Using the
aforementioned dyes, Colyer and co-workers successfully separated human serum
albumin (HSA), bovine serum albumin (BSA), β-lactoglobulin A, and trypsinogen. In
addition, symmetric dyes also strongly interact with HSA.49, 62, 63 A covalently labeled
NN382 shows attomole-range detection limit and noncovalently labeled RK780 provides
femtomole-range detection limit.12, 25
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Applications of NIR Carbocyanine Dyes

Carbocyanines are so ideal for the study of biomolecules because their binding
properties can be uniquely tailored for specific binding sites and their spectral properties
are readily manipulated through structural changes. Fluorescent NIR dyes, in particular,
have been used more and more in protein assays as an alternative to the hazardous
radioactive labels used historically. Many researchers have utilized these NIR dyes with
strong binding specificity for biomolecules as valuable tools for investigating the
structure and function of proteins. In this section we will review some of the countless
techniques which use NIR carbocyanine dyes to study proteins through both covalent and
noncovalent labeling methods.

NIR dyes have been studied over a vast range of

disciplines using a wide variety of instrumental methods. Because of the numerous
advantages of noncovalent over covalent labeling methods, covalent labeling techniques
are used a lot less often in chromatographic analysis. Moreover, since a large number of
medicines bind to proteins noncovalently in the human body, noncovalent labeling is
particularly useful in the pharmaceutical industry for the purpose of understanding
protein-ligand binding interactions. The information gained in noncovalently labeled
spectroscopy will also be discussed in the sections to follow. Yet, NIR dye conjugation
still plays a vital role in the optical imaging and immunoassay techniques.
John et al. has also recently reported on the potential medical applications of NIR
dyes.64 In this study, the invisible NIR light and lowered photon absorption and light
scattering allowed the light source to penetrate deeper tissue than other non-NIR probes.
Near-infrared fluorescence techniques utilize relatively inexpensive instrumentation,
improved resolution, and high sensitivity for fluorescence imaging in mammalian tissues
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at centimeter depths.65, 66 However, there are some requirements for using NIR probes in
medical applications. For covalent labeling, these probes should be highly water soluble
so that they exhibit high absorptivity and quantum yield. In addition, photobleaching and
dye aggregation may case problems experimentally. And, naturally, these probes must be
nontoxic. Yet, until recently, the only NIR probe approved by FDA was indocyanine
green (ICG) due to the aforementioned issues.67,

68

Generally, low absorptivity, low

quantum yield and dye aggregation are caused by the long polymethine chain that shifts
carbocyanine dyes to NIR absorption. However, these limitations have recently been
overcome by designing the appropriate substituents.

Contrast Agents for Optical Imaging. The differentiation and characterization

of biological tissues with light from the near-infrared region have recently led to the
development of a wide range of contrast agents for use in biomedical imaging.69-77
Particularly in the field of mammography, NIR optical imaging techniques could
overcome the limitations of conventional X-ray mammography, such as breast tissue
density, or patients with scars or implants.70 Optical imaging in the near infrared region
using the intrinsic absorption of tissue is limited by light scattering, particularly in
differentiation between benign and malignant tissue.

Indocyanine green (ICG;

cardiogreen) has already been utilized extensively in other medical applications such as
angiography, as just one of many examples. The chemical structure of ICG is illustrated
in Figure 2.8. The inherent hydrophilic nature of cyanine dyes makes their use in
biological applications particularly advantageous.

Yet, stability and fluorescence

efficiency issues in aqueous media, as well as strong plasma protein binding interactions,
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have created a great deal of interest in the development of NIR cyanines with more
uniquely tailored characteristics allowing for better stability, quantum yield and
specificity to tumor cells.

N+

-

O3S

Figure 2.8. Chemical structure of Indocyanine Green (ICG).

N

SO3Na
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The conjugates of macromolecular carriers bound to NIR carbocyanine dyes are now
commercially available which may provide a new class of contrast agents for optical
imaging. Becker et al. examined the utility of using an indotricarbocyanine (ITCC) dye
derivative similar to ICG conjugated to the carrier proteins HSA and transferrin.77 The
serum proteins transferring and HSA are commonly used as macromolecular carriers for
targeting tumors with anticancer drugs, photosensitizers and contrast-enhancing
materials. The ITCC labeled proteins were evaluated for their binding ability to tumor
cells and also tested in vivo for their potential as contrast agents in tumors. Receptor
mediated-uptake by human colon cancer cells was observed in vitro with transferrinlabeled ITCC, but not with HSA conjugates. Yet in mice models, both ITCC-labeled
proteins exhibited increased fluorescence contrast of tumors in vivo. After 24 hours, the
transferrin-labeled ITCC exhibited higher contrast between malignant and benign tissue.
Overall, Becker and co-workers reported

that ITCC-labeled proteins had utility as

macromolecular contrast agents for optical imaging of tumors, with transferrin-ITCC
conjugates displaying higher quantum efficiency.
Somatostatin, an inhibitory hormone secreted from various parts of the digestive
system, is the subject of countless pharmacological research.78 Octreotide a synthetic
octapeptide which mimics somatostatin pharmacologically. Licha and co-workers have
reported the synthesis and characterization of covalently labeled ITCC-octapeptides
targeted to somatostatin cell receptors.71 This work demonstrated that NIR dyes can be
conjugated to site specific peptides to enhance the specificity of fluorescent contrast
agents in vivo.

The contrast potential of these NIR dye-labeled peptides is quite

impressive. Becker et al report that tumor fluorescence rapidly increases and is more
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than three-fold higher than normal tissue from 3 to 24 hours after application.76 Tumor
imaging using cyanine dye-peptide conjugates, such as those reported in the
aforementioned studies, can be applied to the detection of superficial lesions, especially
with endoscopic techniques.
Frangioni’s research group has studied intraoperative NIR fluorescence imaging
systems for small animal surgery. In this study, HSA was covalently labeled with
IRDye78 (HSA-78) as a fluorescent lymph tracer.65, 79 This tracer is adequate for use in
the intraoperative NIR fluorescence imaging study since it is non-toxic and the excitation
light source is safe for animals. Furthermore, the tracer exhibits clearly resolved images.
Intraoperative NIR fluorescence imaging has been used for real-time image
guidance during surgical procedures in cancer patients.80

Molecules with a

hydrodynamic diameter less than approximately 10 nm have the potential to travel
beyond the sentinel lymph node, molecules with a 50-100 nm hydrodynamic diameter
require up to 3 hours to label the lymph node, and very large molecules (>200 nm)
require up to 24 hours to achieve lymph node labeling. Due to the potential toxicity of
QDs, Onishi and co-workers compared the utility of NIR probes with that of quantum
dots (QDs) for use in lymph node mapping procedures. Organic heptamethine cyanine
dyes are typically small in size (HD; ~7 nm for both covalently and noncovalently dyeHSA labels) and are non-toxic. Covalently labeled HSA (HSA800) showed a much
higher quantum yield in vivo than noncovalently labeled indocyanine green (ICG). Thus,
HSA800 was reported to be quite useful for in lymph node mapping techniques.
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Licha and co-workers synthesized a new group of glucamine and glucosaminesubstituted ICG derivatives for tumor imaging applications.70

These dyes boasted

increased hydrophilicity and less plasma protein binding (<50%), than the ICG analogue.
The dyes also, exhibited a 7-15% increase in fluorescence yield in a physiological
environment over ICG. The most hydrophilic derivative in the study (SIDAG) showed
enhanced tissue-efflux half-life, a two-fold higher initial tissue absorption coefficient
over ICG, and an increased tumor-to-tissue concentration gradient after injection.
Therefore, contrast agents suitable for optical tumor imaging can be designed by simply
increasing the hydrophilicity of NIR carbocyanines. Ebert et al. reported that SIDAG
was enriched in a mammary tumor of a rat model up to a ratio of 6:1 and no significant
fluorescence originated from the surrounding tissue.75 In addition, improved contrast was
obtained by calculating the ratio of fluorescence and transmittance images, with
transmittance taken at the wavelength of the laser excitation source.
The potential use of NIR cyanine dye-poly(ethylene glycol) conjugates as optical
imaging contrast agents has also been investigated.69,
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It has been reported that the

derivatization of drugs and contrast agents with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) substituents
have enhanced retention in tumor tissue, owing to increasing hydrophilicity. Licha and
co-workers69 investigated the differential tumor to tissue fluorescence signal contrast
observed by systematically changing the molecular weight of the (PEG) residues. The
general chemical structure of the PEG substituted dyes is show in Figure 2.9. The
group’s overall objective was to increase the plasma half-life of the NIR dyes. This
would in turn adjust the time window of fluorescence imaging to earlier time points after
intravenous injection by attaching fluorophores to defined macromolecules of different
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molecular weights. Using a PEG backbone is particularly advantageous for this purpose
since low in vivo toxicity and defined binding sites have already been reported. The
molecular weights for the cyanine dye-PEG conjugates used in the study ranged from
2000 to 40000 g/mol.

However, it was determined that the molecular weight

modification of the PEG residues had no influence on the photophysical properties (i.e.,
absorption and fluorescence maxima, molar extinction coefficient, and quantum yield in
physiological media and bovine plasma).
The pharmacokinetic properties of the PEG-conjugated dyes were investigated by
Riefke et al.72

The group reported that the pharmacokinetic properties of the dye

conjugates were readily controlled by the varying the PEG chain length. Specifically, the
plasma half-life of the dyes increased with increasing molecular weight and the
distribution volume, the distribution of a sample throughout the body after dosing,
decreased. Increased retention in tumor environment and improved tumor contrast is
observed at later times for dye conjugates over 6000 g/mol molecular weight. This work
the useful application of NIR carbocyanine-PEG conjugates as contrast agents for tumor
imaging.
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Figure 2.9. General chemistry structure of a NIR PEG substituted dye.
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The

commercially

available

lipophilic

dye

1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-

tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI) has been used extensively in optical
imaging research.81-83 The chemical structure of DiI is listed in Figure 2.10. DiI was
initially introduced as a neuroanatomical tracer for labeling neurons in living tissue and
later applied to aldehyde fixed tissue. The hydrophilic head of the label lies above the
plasma membrane and two lipophilic hydrocarbon side chains insert into the hydrophobic
plasma membrane. As a neuronal tracer, the dye diffuses along the lipid bilayer of
membranes and sometimes moves transcellularly. Bruce et al used this property to
identify the first contacts between a growing axon and its targets by the appearance of
transneuronally labeled target cells.
Noninvasive in vivo imaging of targeted cells is a promising field for studying cell
behavior and movement in animal models.84 The iodide derivative, DiR, has been used
to safely and directly label the membranes of human leukemic cell lines as well as
primary murine lymphocytes and erythrocytes. DiR has absorption and fluorescence
maxima at 750 and 782 nm, respectively. Kalchenko and co-workers used a chargecoupled device (CCD)-based imager for noninvasive whole-body imaging of DiR-labeled
cell homing in intact animals. The resolving power of the imager coupled with the
lipophilic NIR dye demonstrated the potential application of visualizing any cell type
without use of specific antibodies conjugated with fluorescent tags or loading cells with
transporter-delivered NIR fluorophores.
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Figure 2.10. Chemical structure DiI.
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Immunoassays. The most attractive feature of covalent labeling is that very

low limits of detection (LOD) can be achieved by CE with laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) detection.12 Less than attomole range can be achieved when NIR dyes are used
with this technique.

In conjunction with immunoassays, CE-LIF is particularly

beneficial.85 An antibody labeled with NIR dye reduces the LOD for an antigen. The
role of antibodies is important in that the antibody has a specific binding site and this
specificity allows for only a particular antigen. The combination of the selectivity of
immunoassays with the sensitivity of NIR detection, makes combining the two
techniques quite desirable for protein analysis.85 Note that the relationship of antibody
and antigen is a type of ligand-receptor relationship; thus, it is another type of
noncovalent interaction. Furthermore, the use of immunoassays in CE analysis is a type
of affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE), since the mobility of unbound fluorescence
tagged antibody is quite different than that of the antigen-bound covalently labeled
antibody.86
Patonay investigated the detection of biomolecules with a fluorescent fiber-optic
immunosensor (FFOI).87 In this analysis, anti-IgG was immobilized on the tip of FFOI
so that the antigen-antibody complex was formed. Then, NIR dye-labeled secondary
antibody was introduced to generate a fluorescence signal. This type of immunoassay is
called a sandwich assay.
Qualitative Analysis of Protein Binding Sites. Much information about protein

binding sites can be derived by introducing a NIR label through noncovalent interactions.
The binding site microenvironments of several mammalian and egg albumins was
investigated by Andrews-Wilberforce et al

88

using both dicarbocyanine and
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tricarbocyanine dyes from the thia- and oxa- classes. Upon complexation with HSA,
only the thiatricarbocyanine dye, 3,3’-diethylthiadicarbocyanine iodide (DTTCI),
exhibited a meaningful spectral variation, thus indicating a change in the probe’s
electronic transition. Andrews-Wilberforce reports that a 5:1 binding ratio of the dye
with HSA. In order for perturbations in the electronic transitions to occur, the dye must
be located in a binding site where strong specific interactions are possible between the
NIR dye and HSA. When DTTCI is bound to HSA, a significant blue shift was observed
(745 to 566 nm) with a concomitant decrease in absorptivity. Blue shift is typically
indicative of dimer or higher order aggregate formation. This phenomenon is often
observed with cyanine dyes in water. However, for dimer formation to occur, dye
concentrations are typically at least 1000 times higher than those reported in this study.
Andrews-Wilberforce attributed the spectral changes observed to extensive delocalization
in the dye’s polymethine chain limited by noncovalent interactions of the dye with HSA
binding sites resulting in a shift to lower wavelengths and lower molar absorptivity. In a
competitive assay with 1-propanol, DTTCI competed with the organic solvent for the
same binding site, indicating the role of hydrophobic interactions. Yet only DTTCI
exhibited appreciable interactions when bound to HSA. The four dyes examined by
Andrews-Wilberforce only differed by polymethine chain length and heteroatoms
present. Thus, interactions which are more specific than hydrophobicity must also be
responsible for DTTCI-HSA binding.
Quantitative Protein Analysis. In noncovalent labeling studies, binding sites

can be either directly or indirectly characterized through changes in the probe’s spectrum.
For example, if the composition of one of the active sites of a protein molecule is
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changed by substituting an amino acid, the magnitude of the dye’s association constant
will also change. Spectral changes can be observed as result of changes in binding
interactions and thereby further elucidating the role of specific amino acids inside
specific binding sites.
The

binding

properties

of

NIR

dye

1,1’-disulfobuyl-3,3,3’,3’-

tetramethylindotricarbocyanine (DSTCY) and serum albumins were observed using
spectrophotometry by Wang and co-workers.
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The chemical structure of DSTCY and

its dicarboxylated derivative DCDSTCY are listed in Figure 2.11.

Under acidic

conditions (pH 1.7), the molar absorptivities of DSTCY bound to both bovine serum
albumin (BSA) and human serum albumin (HSA) were 3.73 x 106 and 3.45 x 106 L mol1

cm-1 at 814 nm, respectively. Detection limits for DSTCY in BSA and HSA are 20 and

30 ng mL-1, respectively. Because the absorption maximum is 78 nm removed from
unbound absorption bands (736 nm), minimal background interference from unbound dye
was observed. Interference from coexisting substances such as glucose, DNA, Cu2+,
Fe2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB), and various amino
acids was also evaluated. Except for Fe2+, Cu2+, phenylalanine, and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide were the only coexisting substances to show assay interference. The
abundance of Fe2+ and Cu2+ in body fluids is much less abundant than protein in the
serum. Additionally, given that serum samples are typically diluted 500-fold in practical
cases, the ion interference is considered negligible. Compared to more traditional protein
assays such as Bradford, Bromocresol green, and Lowry to name a few, the DSTCY
assay was longest to avoid interference from coexisting biomolecules in the matrix.
When this assay was applied to human serum and urine samples, the results were
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comparable to those of the biuret assay. The dicarboxylated derivative of DSTCY, 5,5’dicarboxy-1,1’-disulfobutyl-3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindotricarbocyanine (DCDSTCY) was
also used to determine total protein in serum.90 Using the molar ratio method, the
binding number for DSTCY and DCDSTCY bound to BSA was 100 and 133
respectively.89, 90 Thus, the addition of carboxyl groups increased the binding affinity of
the NIR dye to albumins.
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Figure 2.11. Chemical structures of (a) DTCY and (b) DCDSTCY.
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Zheng and co-workers have reported using the cationic surfactant CTAB and an anionic
NIR dye, the total protein in human serum has been determined by the fluorescence
recovery method.91 The fluorescence intensity of the dye is quenched to a minimum in
the presence of CTAB. When protein is introduced into the system, the fluorescence of
the NIR dye is recovered. The recovered fluorescence intensity is proportional to the
amount of protein present in solution. When total protein concentration in human serum
was evaluated using this method, values were again comparable to the values determined
by the biuret method (up to 2.01% RSD).

Oswald and co-workers also determined protein concentration using fluorescence
spectroscopy.92

The group compared the fluorescent properties of squaraine

carbocyanine dye Sq635-b-NHS-ester with the commonly used noncovalent protein label
Cy5. Quantum yield values for Cy5 were reported to decrease considerably in the
presence of protein. Sq635-b-NHS-ester exhibited a low quantum yield in water (φ =
0.15) and high quantum yields (φ = 0.6-0.7) when bound to protein.

The molar

absorptivities for Cy5 and Sq635-b-NHS-ester were reported to be 250000 and 140000 L
mol-1 cm-1 respectively. Due to the high extinction coefficient and quantum yield of the
squaraine dye, detection limits in whole blood were twice as low as Cy5.

Hydrophobicity Probe.

Patonay investigated the potential of NIR dyes as

hydrophobic probes.93 The dyes used in the study exhibited significant spectral changes
in the presence of solvents varying in polarity. The hydrophobicity of dye solvent is the
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major determining factor in the process of dimer formation. NIR probe I displayed well
separated bands of the monomeric and dimeric forms, thereby making the dye potentially
useful as a probe for determining the hydrophobicity of soluble proteins.
Fluorescent probes such as 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS) have
previously been used to determine the hydrophobicity of BSA.94 However, fluorescence
decay times decrease as the number of ANS molecules bound increases.

Thus,

fluorescence techniques are considered less desirable for hydrophobicity determination
studies. NIR probes are ideal for overcoming the problems inherent to fluorescence
measurements. The potential of NIR probe I (Figure 2.12) as a hydrophobic probe in
several mammalian serum albumins was investigated by Antoine and co-workers.95 The
high molar absorptivities observed for most NIR dyes allow for very small amounts to be
employed without using emission spectroscopy.

Lower probe concentrations are

particularly important in avoiding protein denaturation. Furthermore, the cyanine moiety
allows such dyes to remain more soluble in water than hydrophobic probes commercially
available at present. The primary objective in hydrophobicity studies is to minimize the
effect of nonspecific binding which may result in incorrect hydrophobicity values. Since
the absorbance of NIR dyes is far removed from that of most biomolecules, binding
specificity can be inferred by spectral changes in the probe. Antoine et al. reported
pronounced spectral changes in the NIR absorption spectra of NIR dye I.

Protein

hydrophobicity was calculated from the peak ratios of the dye’s spectra. Thus proving
that NIR dyes can be quite useful as hydrophobicity probes in proteins.
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Chemical Ion Sensors. Noninvasive monitoring of clinically relevant species

and physiological parameters is one important potential application of fluorescence
biosensors.96, 97 Perhaps in the distant future, a portable, noninvasive device will measure
the clinical values of interest then store, and/or transmit, them to the physician. The
concept of rapid point-of-care clinical diagnostics is driving the rapid development of
numerous biosensors. A biosensor can be generally defined as a device that consists of a
biological recognition system, or bioreceptor, and a transducer. The general principles of
biosensing technology are outlined in Figure 2.13. The interaction of the analyte with
the bioreceptor is designed to produce an effect measured by the transducer, which
converts the information into a measurable effect such as an electrical signal.

A

bioreceptor is a molecular species (e.g., an antibody, an enzyme, a protein, or a nucleic
acid) or a living biological system (e.g., cells, tissue, or whole organisms) that utilizes a
biochemical mechanism for recognition. Transduction can be accomplished via a great
variety of methods. Three very broad classes of transducers include: 1) optical detection
methods (e.g., absorption or fluorescence spectroscopy), 2) electrochemical detection
methods (e.g., voltammetry) and 3) mass detection methods (e.g., piezoelectric crystal
devices).

The third class is the newest class and is capable of Angstrom level

measurements.
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Figure 2.13. Principles of biosensing technology. Revised from reference 97.
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At this point we will consider the potential of NIR dyes for sensing applications.
The ability to monitor the influx of metal ions and subsequent concentrations inside the
cell would greatly facilitate the treatment of diseases related to the overabundance or
deficiency of metals such as calcium in cells.98 The introduction of a metal binding dye
into cells allows for an analysis of metal concentrations which would possibly aid in
diagnosis of metal-related diseases. And ideal dye for such applications would enable
researchers to identify the stimuli which cause a flux in metal ion concentrations of
diseased cells.

To date, the accurate measurement of intracellular calcium

concentrations, especially with penetration to multiple layers of cell tissue and high
sensitivity, has not yet been developed. Therefore, numerous research is currently aimed
towards this objective.
Ellis et al. reported the characterization of a newly synthesized calcium sensitive
carbocyanine dye exciting in the NIR region, 15C5-774. The dye structure contained a
metal binding benzo-15-crown-5 moiety (15C5) linked at the meso position to a
heptamethine cyanine (Figure 2.14). The dye exhibited good solubility in aqueous
buffer. In addition, the metal binding affinities of 15C5-774 are in micromolar range for
all metals tested and follow the order Ca2+ >Mg2+>Sr2+≈K+≈Na+ > Zn2+>Li+. Although
binding affinities were only slightly affected by pH, the absorption spectrum for 15C5774 was in fact sensitive to pH changes. Therefore, the dye also shows good potential as
a monitor for pH flux changes.
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Figure 2.14. Chemical structure of 15C5-774.
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Pharmacological Research. Sowell et al have studied HSA drug binding by

utilizing a competitive assay and a NIR probe.48 In this study, the hydrophobic sites of
HSA that provide high affinity to drugs were also the target binding site for the
carbocyanine dye. The drugs compete with a noncovalently labeled NIR dye in the same
binding site and the dye, possessing a lower binding affinity, will be replaced with drugs.
By using this method, the affinity constants of individual site-specific drugs were
indirectly calculated. The most advantageous feature of this technique is that we can
simply anticipate the binding site of unknown drugs without further experimentation.
Cut on/cut off technology. A squaraine dye (SQ1) absorbing in the NIR region

was reported to selectively bound, with a high association constant (1.4 ± 0.1 x 106 M-1)
owing to the multiple hydroxyl groups of its structure.99 The chemical structure of SQ1
was given Figure 2.15. Binding was exhibited by dual modes recognition as a visible
color change and “cut on” fluorescence.

The dye exhibited an initial decrease in

absorbance when BSA was added up to a 1:2 protein:dye ratio.

When the BSA

concentration was increased further, a bathochromic shift from 584 to 610 nm in the
absorption spectrum was confirmed by a visible color change from pink to blue. Half –
reciprocal plot analysis of the absorption spectrum showed a 1:1 binding stoichiometry
for the complex between SQ1 and BSA. Similarly, a bathochromic shift from 600 to 620
nm in the emission spectrum as well. As more than twice the molar concentration of
BSA is introduced the dye’s fluorescence intensity increases approximately 80-fold. This
“cut-on” fluorescence mechanism was also visibly apparent. The complex formation of
SQ1 and BSA was further confirmed by CD, cyclic voltammetry (CV), and 1H NMR
techniques. The corresponding induced CD signal at 610 nm, the decrease in current
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intensity, and the upfield shift of protons all confirmed the formation of a stable SQ1BSA complex.

Competitive binding assays involving fluorescence lifetime

measurements and two ligands with Site I and Site II specificity showed 40%
displacement at Site I and 60% displacement for SQ1. At low BSA concentrations (up to
1:2 protein:dye ratio), the decrease in absorbance with increasing protein is attributed to a
tightly bound complex of SQ1 inside the relatively small cavity (2.53 Å) of Site I. In
addition, the presence of a single tryptophan residue promotes binding through π-stacking
and hydrophobic interactions, resulting in a longer lifetime (1.5 ns) at this site. At
concentration ratios above 1:2, the increase in absorbance and fluorescence is credited to
a more loosely bound SQ1 inside the relatively larger cavity (2.6 Å) through
hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interactions. This loose association is
also confirmed by the shorter lifetime (0.5 ns) of SQ1 at Site II. Furthermore, with the
absence of tryptophan residues and the relatively loose protein-dye complex a
bathochromic shift in both absorption and emission spectra was observed. Thus, binding
of SQ1 at Site II allows for dual mode visible recognition of albumin through both a
visible color change and “turn on” fluorescence.
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Figure 2.15. Chemical structure of SQ1.
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Summary

Herein, the basic structure, synthesis, and spectral characteristics of NIR cyanine
dyes have been described. The broad range of techniques and their applications for the
purpose of protein identification and quantification have also been discussed. The most
advantageous aspect of covalent labeling methods is that a series of identical amino acid
side chains in a protein can be tagged with a probe, thereby causing a protein of interest
to display different spectral responses in spectroscopic analysis and different retention
times or mobilities in chromatographic analysis.

However, the drawback to this

technique is that the experimental labeling environment needs to be controlled.

In

contrast, the relatively simple methodology of noncovalent labeling can also be used for
the investigation of specific protein binding sites, although the analysis the system’s
binding parameters can be quite tedious and complex.

However, the information

obtained from noncovalent dye-protein binding studies can be applied to analogous
systems such as the noncovalent interactions of proteins with drugs in pharmacological
studies. Therefore, the advantages of noncovalent labeling methods far outweigh the
drawback.
The application of using cyanine probes to further the understanding of proteinligand interactions, far surpasses the general qualitative and quantitative applications
already discussed herein. The bis-cyanine dyes discussed in Chapter 3 have the ability to
exhibit both intra-molecular and inter-molecular H-aggregates.

Their utility for

noncovalent protein labeling was investigated using absorption, emission, and FDCD
spectroscopic techniques.
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CHAPTER III
Noncovalent Binding Interactions of Bis-cyanine Dyes and
Human Serum Albumin
Human Serum Albumin

Serum albumin is one of the most abundant carrier proteins, responsible for the
transport and disposition of both endogenous (e.g., fatty and amino acids, bilirubin) and
exogenous (e.g., drugs, dyes) ligands present in the body.1, 2 Owing to its physiological
importance, this protein has been extensively studied for its numerous clinical and
medical applications.3-7 Given that its ability to effectively transport molecules is related
to its binding affinity, the various ligand binding sites and corresponding association
constants have been the specific aim of many spectroscopic studies such as absorption,8, 9
fluorescence,2,

10

capillary electrophoresis (CE),6,

11,

12

high performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC), circular dichroism (CD),13 and fluorescence detected circular
dichroism (FDCD).14
The crystal structure of human serum albumin (HSA) shown in Figure 3.1.15 He
and Carter were first to report the three dimensional structure of human serum albumin
crystallographically to a resolution of 2.8 Å.16

The protein’s tertiary structure is

comprised of three homologous domains which assemble to form a heart-shaped
molecule.

Each domain consists of two subdomains possessing common structural

motifs. The majority of all ligand binding is contained in the hydrophobic pockets of
subdomains IIA and IIIA, also known as Sudlow site I and II respectively.16-18 Binding
in Site I occurs mainly through hydrophobic interactions.19 Alternately, a combination of
hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interactions typically occurs in Site II.
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Figure 3.1. Crystal structure of HSA at 2.5 Å resolution. Adapted from reference 15.
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Noncovalent labeling of HSA

Noncovalent intermolecular forces (e.g., electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrogen
binding, and the hydrophobic effect) play a critical role in many biological receptorligand processes such as enzyme-substrate, antibody-antigen, and drug-receptor
interactions.

The noncovalent interactions of biomolecules with NIR dyes can be

particularly useful in further understanding structure-function relationships. A number of
fluorogenic, hydrophobic probes (e.g., 1-anilinonophthalene-8-sulfonate, ANS) have
been reported which provide information about protein conformation.20 By observing the
spectral changes which occur when NIR labels are noncovalently bound, information can
be derived about the dye’s microenvironment in a protein of interest.
Noncovalent Interactions of Bis-squaraine Dyes with HSA. Nakazumi et al

reported on a series of bis-squaraine dyes which may be useful in noncovalent protein
labeling technology.21 The dyes consisted of two squaraine units linked by multiple
thiophene or pyrene spacers. Molar absorptivities for monothiophene derivatives were
1.4 x 105 – 2.4 x 105 M-1cm-1 in chlorophorm and 7 x 104 – 9 x 104 in DMSO. Dyes
containing dithiophene and terthiophene linkers exhibited band broadening and were blue
shifted (by 14-50 nm) compared to the monothiophene derivative. Nakazumi considered
the significant blue shift was due to planar π-conjugated chromophores inhibited by
torsion amongst multiple thiophene rings. Monothiophene or pyrene spacer derivatives
containing carboxylic groups at various positions were further investigated for their
potential as fluorophores in aqueous buffer. Although the monothiophene derivatives
showed decreased absorptivity values in aqueous buffer compared to chloroform, the
absorption maxima were also blue shifted by 65-75 nm in buffer, suggesting aggregate
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formation in aqueous solution.

For one of the monothiphenes, a new peak

bathochromically shifted by 47 nm with respect to the λmax in buffer was observed when
HSA was added. The large shift in λmax is a feature which is most favorable for high
sensitivity analytical techniques. The pyrene spacer derivatives also exhibited a decrease
in absorption in buffer, yet the red shifted λmax accompanying dye-protein complex
formation was relatively small.

Fluorescence intensities were also determined for

titration of HSA in buffer using monothiophene and pyrene bis-squaraine derivatives
containing carboxylic substituents. As expected, the monothiophene dyes exhibited an
enhancement in fluorescence with increasing HSA concentration. Monothiphene dyes
alone in aqueous solution exhibited low quantum yields which were thereby increased
with when HSA was bound. Job’s plot analysis reported a 1:1 stoichiometry between
monothiophene derivatives and HSA. By using techniques reported by Tarazi et al,22 the
stability constant Ks of one monothiophene dye was approximately 1.26 x 106 – 1.40 x
106 M-1, thus indicating strong interactions between dye and protein.21 Although the
pyrene spacer derivatives also exhibited enhanced fluorescence with increasing protein
concentration, the absolute fluorescence values were lower than the monothiophene
derivatives overall. Job’s plot analysis also predicted a 1:1 stoichiometry for pyrene
linked bis-squaraine dyes bound to HSA and Ks was between 1.0 x 106 – 4.7 x 106 M-1.
The significant increase in quantum yield observed in pyrene derivatives bound to HSA
was attributed to the significant Stokes’ shift observed.

Therefore, the significant

changes exhibited by the aforementioned bis-squaraine derivatives in both absorbance
and fluorescence applications make them great candidates for noncovalent protein
labeling applications.
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Noncovelant Interactions of Cationic Bis-cyanine Dyes.

It is particularly

important to understand dye aggregation in noncovalent labeling techniques because the
same noncovalent interactions that affect dye binding to protein also govern dye selfassociation as well. And although proteins also exhibit self-association, this aggregation
is homogenous in nature. Therefore, we can assume that protein aggregation does not
play an important role in quantitative and qualitative studies in which a dye or a ligand is
used since these studies are only performed within the dye’s absorption bands.
Consequently, only when a protein alone is studied, should the biomolecular aggregation
be considered.
Although NIR cyanine dyes are advantageous over UV/Vis dyes, the use of dyes
in the NIR region may not always be an answer to improving method detection limits
since, in some cases, dyes may exhibit fluorescence in the absence of protein. In a recent
report from the Patonay group, this problem has been solved by using NIR bis-cyanine
dyes.23-25

The group used bis-heptamethine cyanines which contained monomeric

subunits, analogous to the commercially available label IR780 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO),
that were linked by flexible alky bridges of varying lengths. The structural orientations
of the dyes used are shown in Figures 3.2-3.5. The flexibility of the alky linkers
contained in these dyes was the key feature in their utility as a probe for protein studies.
These bis-cyanines were the first reported which contained its own cut-on/cut-off
fluorescence switch facilitated by the “clam-shell” orientation of the intramolecular
aggregates in the absence of protein (cut-off) and the more planar conformation of the
dyes when bound to HSA binding sites (cut-on). These dyes exhibited intramolecular Haggregates which were independent of concentration. That particular attribute is quite
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important for systems in which protein stability and quaternary structure is sensitive to
ligand binding. Furthermore, low dye concentrations could mean that intermolecular
aggregation of protein-bound dye can either be avoided or perhaps eliminated
completely.
The varying number of carbons contained within the bis-cyanine linkers allowed
for marked differences in intra-molecular aggregate formation and dye-HSA
interactions.23 The fluorescence spectral comparisons of BHmCs and its monomeric
analogue IR 780 are given in Figure 3.6 and the fluorescence spectral comparisons of
BHmCs in the presence of HSA are given in Figure 3.7. In buffer alone, BHmC-6
(shown in Figure 3.3) exhibits the stronger H-aggregate bands with respect to IR780, and
displays the lowest fluorescence intensity compared to the other BHmCs examined.
Similarly, BHmC-8 (shown in Figure 3.4) also exhibits strong intramolecular complexes
in phosphate buffer. The shorter carbon spacer in BHmC-4 (shown in Figure 3.2)
exhibits higher monomeric character (less intramolecular H-aggregation) and displays the
highest amount of fluorescence intensity compared to other bis-cyanines in the studies.
In the presence of HSA, the weaker intramolecular associations of BHmC-4 easily
dissociate in the presence of HSA and exhibit markedly higher fluorescence than the
other BHmCs analyzed. Jun et al. report that BHmC-6 has a conformationally rigid
structure owing to its strong intramolecular H-dimer and emits relatively low
fluorescence in the presence of HSA. The Patonay group presumes that the binding sites
of the rigid cationic BHmC-6 dimers are contained within hydrophobic cavities of the
protein and the negatively charged surface of HSA (pI 4.8). And although BHmC-8, with
it long carbon-8 spacer is more flexible and easily opens up in methanol, it remains
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strongly associated in buffer and aggregates are not readily disrupted in the presence of
HSA. The spectral response of BHmC-10 (shown in Figure 3.5) is still even more
perceptible.25 This dye forms both inter- and intra-molecular aggregates alone in polar
solvents.

Upon the addition of HSA, the H and D bands are decreased and the

monomeric band is increased with a concomitant increase in fluorescence intensity,
suggesting that the “clam-shell” disrupted by HSA binding. Patonay et al report the
binding stoichiometry for this dye is 1:1.
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Figure 3.2. Structural simulation of bis-cyanine dye BHmC-4 using ChemDraw® Ultra
8.0 Software.
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Figure 3.3. Structural simulation of bis-cyanine dye BHmC-6 using ChemDraw® Ultra
8.0 Software.
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Figure 3.4. Structural simulation of bis-cyanine dye BHmC-8 using ChemDraw® Ultra
8.0 Software.
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Figure 3.5. Structural simulation of bis-cyanine dye BHmC-10 using ChemDraw® Ultra
8.0 Software.
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Figure 3.6. Fluorescence spectra of 10 μM IR780 and its bis-cyanine analogs in buffer
alone. Adapted from reference 23.

Figure 3.7. Fluorescence spectra of 10 μM IR780 and its bis-cyanine analogs with
equimolar concentrations of HSA. Adapted from reference 23.
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Project Aims
NIR Dyes Containing Ethylene Glycol.

The properties of heptamethine

carbocyanines are readily controlled by modest alterations to dye structure. For instance,
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) substituents have been used to design hydrophilic chemical
ion sensors.26 Herein, bis(heptamethine cyanine) dyes containing poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) spacers are evaluated for their potential as noncovalent labels. Noncovalently
labeled protein complexes are typically less robust than their covalently labeled
counterparts.20 And the relative weakness of these complexes precludes their analysis by
some separation methods such as HPLC or gas chromatography. Optical spectroscopy
methods are an ideal alternative for the determination of HSA-NIR dye binding
parameters.

By using absorption, fluorescence, and fluorescence detected circular

dichroism (FDCD) techniques, the binding interactions between three bis(heptamethines)
and HSA are studied. The commercially available monomeric analogue, IR 783 is also
examined. All dye structures used for this study are given in Figures 3.8-3.11
Naturally, the ethylene glycol linker allows for higher dye solubility in aqueous
solution.

Therefore, the appearance of dye intramolecular aggregation previously

reported23 is expected to be minimal. Furthermore the cationic BHmCs previously were
believed to bind inside either hydrophobic binding cavities or on the negative surface of
the globular protein surface. Contrastly, the use of anionic labels such as IR783 have
been well reported in the literature.1,
electrostatic interaction in Site II.

5, 9, 11, 12, 19, 27-30

These labels bind through

For this reason, the bis-cyanine OxoDyes could

possibly have higher affinity for HSA than the cationic BHmCs previously reported. In
addition, the hydrophobicity of the various linkers is not the only structural difference
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between OxoDyes and BHmCs, the distance between chromophoric subunits is quite
different as well. For BHmCs C-4, C-6, C-8, and C-10, the monomers are separated by 4,
6, 8, and 10 carbons respectively. Whereas, OxoDyes 1, 2, and 3 are separated by 5, 8,
and 11 atoms, respectively.
The

conformational

measurements ideal.

flexibility

of

bis(heptamethines)

makes

chiroptical

Yet the same disadvantages observed in other absorption

spectroscopy techniques, such as spectral overlap of biomolecules in the visible region,
increased background interference, and larger analyte concentrations, are also
encountered with absorption CD. As previously mentioned, it is imperative to closely
monitor dye concentrations given the propensity of cyanines to aggregate in aqueous
media. And although the PEG linkers should minimize intramolecular aggregation, the
potential of these dyes to form intermolecular aggregates still remains. Therefore, FDCD
is the more appropriate technique for detecting induced CD of cyanine fluorophores.
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OxoDye1: n = 1; di(ethylene glycol)
OxoDye2: n = 2; tri(ethylene glycol)
OxoDye3: n = 3; tetra(ethylene glycol)
Figure 3.8. Chemical structure of 2-[2-[2-chloro-3-[2-[1,3-dihydro-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4sulfobutyl)-2H-indol-2-ylidene]-ethylidene]-1-cyclohexen-1-yl]-ethenyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1(4-sulfobutyl)-3H-indolium hydroxide, inner salt sodium salt (IR 783) and its bis analogs.
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Figure 3.9. Structural simulation of di(ethylene glycol)[bis[2-[2-[2-chloro-3-[2-[1,3dihydro-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4-sulfobutyl)-2H-indol-2-ylidene]-ethylidene]-1-cyclohexen-1yl]-ethenyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4-sulfobutyl)-3H-indolium hydroxide, inner salt (OxoDye1)
using ChemDraw® Ultra 8.0 Software.
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Figure 3.10. Structural simulation of tri(ethylene glycol)[bis[2-[2-[2-chloro-3-[2-[1,3dihydro-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4-sulfobutyl)-2H-indol-2-ylidene]-ethylidene]-1-cyclohexen-1yl]-ethenyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4-sulfobutyl)-3H-indolium hydroxide, inner salt (OxoDye2)
using ChemDraw® Ultra 8.0 Software.
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Figure 3.11. Structural simulation of (tetraethylene glycol)[bis[2-[2-[2-chloro-3-[2-[1,3dihydro-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4-sulfobutyl)-2H-indol-2-ylidene]-ethylidene]-1-cyclohexen-1yl]-ethenyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1-(4-sulfobutyl)-3H-indolium hydroxide, inner salt (OxoDye3)
using ChemDraw® Ultra 8.0 Software.
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Experimental
Instrumentation. Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed using a

Jasco 710 spectropolarimeter (Easton, MD). The instrument was equipped with a 450 W
Xenon Arc lamp, a 50 kHz piezo-elastic modulator, and a double prism monochromator.
Fluorescence detected circular dichroism measurements were obtained using a model 309
FDCD attachment and a long wavelength (600 – 1100 nm) Hamamatsu R375
photomultiplier tube (PMT) positioned perpendicular to the excitation beam.

CD

measurements were performed with a short wavelength (200 – 800 nm) Hamamatsu
R375 PMT positioned directly in front of the excitation beam. All CD and FDCD studies
were performed in rectangular quartz cells containing 1 cm path lengths. The instrument
was calibrated in the UV region using (+)-camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) as described in
the literature.31 Prior to the measurement of protein spectra, the CSA standard was
scanned in a 1 cm quartz cell and the instrument’s high tension (HT) voltage was
adjusted to 190.4 ± 1 mdeg at 290.5 nm. Any subsequent far UV CD measurements for
protein alone were done in the 200 to 300 nm region. Fluorescence detected circular
dichroism (FDCD) measurements were performed only after the instrument was
calibrated in the near infrared region (NIR). FDCD calibrations were performed as
described by Konno using nickel sulfate.32 The HT voltage was adjusted until molar CD
values were approximately -101.2 ± at 718 nm and -100.7 ± 1 at 777 nm respectively.
CSA was also used as a short wavelength standard for FDCD.33

Absorption

measurements were performed on the Perkin Elmer UV-Vis/NIR spectrophotometer
(Norwalk, CT). The instrument was calibrated prior to measurement by using a quartz
cell containing phosphate buffer as a blank. The blank was scanned in the 600 to 900 nm
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region with a 1 nm step resolution. Baselines were recorded as the optically inactive
fluorophores in CD cuvettes. Fluorescence measurements were performed on an ISS K2
Multifrequency Phase Fluorometer (Champaign, IL). The slit widths were 2 mm and the
integration time was 3 sec. Step resolution between 0.2 and 0.5 nm/sec was used. All
samples were excited with a commercial GaAlAs laser diode (Laser Max, Rochester,
NY) at 690 nm, to avoid the potential inner filter effects of the high quantum yield of the
dyes studied. All absorption and fluorescence measurements were taken with a 1 cm
cuvette.
Materials. Human serum albumin (HSA) was provided as ≥ 96% fatty acid free

from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). (+)-10-Ammonium camphorsulfonic acid was acquired
from Jasco. Nickel sulfate hexahydrate and potassium sodium tartrate were purchased
from Sigma. HPLC grade methanol was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh,
PA). All other reagents were purchased from Sigma. Water was obtained from a
Barnstead NANOpure Ultrapure Water System (Van Nuys, CA).

Filtering was

performed using Anotop® 25 Disposable Syringe Filters manufactured by Whatman
(Clifton, NJ).
Sample Preparation.

Buffer solutions of sodium dibasic phosphate were

prepared at pH 7.4 in water at a concentration of 10 mM. Sodium phosphate buffer pH
was adjusted using concentrated phosphoric acid. Stock solutions of HSA solutions were
prepared at varying concentrations in sodium phosphate buffer. Protein concentrations
were obtained by using UV-Vis spectroscopy. The absorbance of 1 mg/mL of HSA in
buffer was 0.545 at 280 nm.34

The molar absorption coefficient for human serum

albumin at 280 nm was 3.63 x 104 M-1cm-1. NIR dyes were first solubilized in minimum
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concentrations of methanol. Dyes were then further diluted to appropriate concentration
with buffer. In most cases, the final total volume of methanol was not more than 3%.
Varying concentrations of albumin were prepared in phosphate buffer. Protein and dye
solutions were prepared by using equal volumes of both. Protein concentrations were
varied using phosphate buffer. For the binding studies, the dye concentration was held
constant and albumin concentrations were varied.

Dye and protein solutions were

prepared and allowed to incubate at room temperature for one hour. A 0.06% (w/v) stock
solution of ammonium (+)-10-camphorsulfonate was prepared in water.31

Stock

solutions of nickel (II) sulfate (solution A) and potassium sodium tartrate (solution B)
were prepared in water at 0.240 M and 0.360 M concentrations, respectively. The nickel
(II) sulfate solution was prepared by mixing equal volumes of solutions A and B
immediately preceding FDCD calibration.
Binding Data Analysis. The Scatchard model35 for ligand binding was used to

determine binding stoichiometry. Equation 1 describes the Scatchard plot relationship:
Ka =

[PD]
[P] [D]

(3.1)

Ka represents the association constant, [P] is the concentration of unoccupied binding
sites, [D] represents the concentration of unbound dye, and [PD] is the concentration of
the protein-dye complex or the concentration of binding sites occupied by the dye on
protein. The total concentration of protein binding sites will be [P]T and will be related as
followed

ν=

[PD]
[P]T

where ν is the fraction of available binding sites of protein that are occupied.

(3.2)
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Equation 2 is related to Equation 1 as followed,

ν=

nKa[D]
(1 + Ka[D])

(3.3)

Alternately, Equations 2 and 3 can be related to the total dye concentration [D]T as
followed

ν '=

nK a [P]
[PD]
=
[D]T (1 + K a [P])

(3.4)

Equation 4 is then written as its double reciprocal:
1 1 + Ka[P]
1
=
=
+1
ν'
nKa[P]
nKa[P]

(3.5)

When equation 4 is plotted, a binding stoichiometry of 1:1 protein to dye ratio is
indicated by a straight line. Therefore, when n ≤ 1, 1 or more dye molecules are bound to
protein.
In this work, Ka values were calculated according to fluorescence data by using
the modified equation: 28, 36
1
1
1
1
=
+
×
Fx − F0 F∞ − F0 Ka[P] F∞ − F0

(3.6)

where Fo, Fx, and F∞ are the fluorescence intensities of monomeric dye molecules in the
absence of HSA, in the presence of intermediate concentrations of HSA, and at a
concentration of complete interaction, respectively. Rearranging Equation 6:
F∞ − F0
1
= 1+
K a [ P]
Fx − F0

And the binding constant is calculated from the plot of F∞-F0/Fx-F0 against [P].
In addition, the use of an alternate equation has been reported for the
determination of Ka from fluorescence intensity data:21, 37-39

(3.7)
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1
1
1
1
=
+
⋅
F k[D] k[D]K a [P]

(3.8)

which also takes into consideration the dye concentration, [D], and the constant, k, which
is dependent on the instrument and quantum efficiency of the process. Both equations
3.7 and 3.8 were used to determine and compared the apparent binding constants of the
bis(cyanines) bound to HSA.
Results and Discussion
ChemDraw® Simulations of Bis-cyanine OxoDyes

The structural simulations of the bis-cyanine OxoDyes were determined by
ChemDraw® Ultra 8.0 Software (Figure 3.9-3.11). For OxoDye 1 (Figure 3.9), the
benzene rings of the two monomeric subunits will only partially overlap. And it should
be noted that the two benzene rings do not form π-π interactions due to the steric
hindrance of the di(ethylene glycol) spacer. However, in the case of OxoDye2 (Figure
3.10), the tetra(ethylene glycol) linker allowed for a complete overlap of the benzene

rings, to form

π-π interactions which should exhibit intra-molecular H-aggregation

bands. And the tetra(ethylene glycol) spacer should of OxoDye3 (Figure 3.11) displays
no aggregation since the energy minimization of this long linker allows for no
chromophoric overlap. It is also important to note that, according to the structural
simulations of both the BHmCs and the bis-cyanine OxoDyes, the whole chromophoric
units of the BHmCs will interact with each other. Yet, the poly(ethylene glycol) only
allows for partial interactions of the chromophores.
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Bis-cyanine OxoDyes in Buffer

As predicted by the ChemDraw® simulations, the monomeric IR 783 exhibits
both dimeric and higher order aggregates (H-bands) in aqueous buffer caused by plane to
plane stacking of the chromophoric rings (Figure 3.12.). Both OxoDye1 and OxoDye3
show no sign of either intramolecular or intermolecular aggregation in buffer.

For

OxoDye1, this is most likely due to the steric hindrance of the short di(ethylene glycol)
bridge preventing complete “head to head” contact of the monomeric units.

And

although the tetra(ethylene glycol) spacer is longer, the orientation of its oxygens make
intramolecular interactions unfavorable in OxoDye3 as well.

In contrast, OxoDye2

exhibits H-aggregation bands similar to that of the monomeric analogue.

These

aggregation bands were attributed to intramolecular H-aggregation, or essentially,
dimeric aggregates. Moreover, the monomeric band in OxoDye2 has less absorptivity in
comparison to IR783; i.e., bis-OxoDye2 exists primarily as dimeric chromophores
interacting with one another. Based on the orientation of the tri(ethylene glycol) linkage,
the chromophoric units in OxoDye2 will have “head to head” interactions of an aromatic
ring on each monomeric subunit, thus confirming intramolecular H-aggregation.

HSA Interactions of Bis-cyanine OxoDyes
Absorption Spectra.

The absorbance consistently increased with increasing

HSA concentration (Figures 3.13) for all three dimeric dyes and IR783. Specifically, the
monomeric components of all four dyes appeared to have the most interaction with
protein, exhibiting increased absorptivity in the presence of HSA. In the case of IR 783
(Figure 3.14), the H-aggregation band completely dissipates at high protein
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concentrations.

And according to the absorbance saturation curve (Figure 3.15),

absorption for IR783 follows Beer’s law up to HSA concentrations higher than 1:10 (5 x
10-6 M); i.e., IR783 is completely bound to HSA at this concentration.
Out of the three dyes studied, OxoDye1 appears to be the only dye exhibiting any
aggregate bands in the visible region (Figure 3.16). The peak observed at 413 nm is
attributed to intermolecular H-aggregates, since a band having decreased intensity with
respect to the monomeric band is typically indicative of intermolecular H-aggregation.40
So, although the monomeric subunits of bis-OxoDye1 never appear to come in contact
with each other, whole bis-cyanine molecules interact with each other inside of HSA
binding sites. Most notably, OxoDye1 exhibited a spectral shift with increasing protein
concentration.

This observation points to the appearance of a possible J-aggregate

band.27 A possible equilibrium of the dye at high HSA concentrations is given as
followed:
Dye-HSA + Dye ↔ Dye2-HSA
Dye2-HSA + Dye ↔ Dye3-HSA
etc.
Dyem-1 –HSA + Dye ↔ Dyem-HSA

(3.9)

Tatikolov and Costa reported a thiamonomethine dye which also formed J-aggregates
while bound to HSA.27
In buffer alone and at 1:1 dye protein ratios, bis-OxoDye2 appears to behave
similar to its monomeric counterpart IR 783 (Figure 3.13). However, at higher HSA
concentrations, the intramolecular aggregation bands of the bis-cyanine seem quite
different (Figure 3.17). At first, monomeric OxoDye2 interacting with HSA appears to
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be the principal species present. Yet as dye:protein ratios increase, a distinct H-aggregate
or dimeric band emerges and other aggregate-protein interactions become more evident.
When examining Figure 3.17, it appears that OxoDye2 displayed not only intramolecular
H-dimers, but also intermolecular H aggregates which were disrupted in the presence of
increasing HSA. At high concentrations of protein, the dimeric band of OxoDye2 along
with its monomeric band, meaning that the intramolecular interactions of the bis-cyanine
are quite strong and not readily disrupted by HSA binding. It is quite possible that HSA
binding will not disrupt the dye’s intramolecular interactions, since HSA most likely
interacts only electrostatically with a butyl substituent of the dye.

In addition,

Furthermore, the overall large size of the bis molecule makes it unable to fit in any
known HSA binding sites.1 And if hydrophobic interactions were the primary binding
mode for the bis-dyes, dye self-association would be sterically hindered.
As mentioned previously, OxoDye3 exhibits no aggregation in buffer. Therefore,
the monomeric subunits will interact solely with HSA and not with each other (Figure
3.18). When the dye-protein ratio reached 1:10, the monomeric band blue shifted from

780 to 791 nm. These types of spectral changes at high protein concentrations have been
studied for their potential as protein aggregation sensors.41,

42

In addition, at high

dye:protein ratios, HSA appears to induce a small amount of H-aggregation in the visible
region.
Fluorescence Spectra. The emission spectrum of IR 783 and bis-dyes in buffer

is shown in Figure 3.19. Due to its high propensity to form hypsochromically shifted
aggregates in solution, IR 783 has minimal fluorescence at low concentrations.
Similarly, OxoDye2, the only bis-OxoDye exhibiting H-aggregation, also had relatively
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low fluorescence. As previously mentioned, H-aggregates do not typically fluoresce
because only transitions to the higher energy exciton state is allowed. Most notably,
OxoDyes 1 and 3 exhibit strong fluorescence at 0.5 μM concentrations alone in buffer.
The bis-dyes previously reported, containing flexible alkyl spacers, exhibited virtually
little or no fluorescence in buffer alone at concentrations up to 10 μM due to the strong
intramolecular H-aggregation exhibited by the dyes.23

Thus, the high fluorescence

intensity of OxoDye1 and OxoDye3 at such low concentrations further confirms the
absence of either intramolecular or intermolecular H-aggregation in buffer alone.
The λmax for all four dyes in buffer was approximately 800 nm. Alternately, when
the dyes bind to 0.5 μM HSA, the λmax shifts to 805 nm for IR 783 and OxoDyes 2 and 3
and 801 nm for OxoDye1 (Figure 3.20). As mentioned previously, OxoDye1 exhibits a
H-aggregation band in the visible region, thereby causing the spectral shift. When bound
to protein, OxoDye2 exhibits decreased fluorescence compared to IR 783, owing to the
strong intramolecular interactions of HSA-bound OxoDye2.
The emission spectrum and corresponding saturation plot for IR783 is shown in
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 respectively. As was predicted by the absorbance saturation plot

in Figure 3.16, IR 783 is completely bound in 5 μM HSA. Using Equations 3.7 and 3.8,
the binding curve for IR 783 was also calculated (Figure 3.23) and the apparent
association constant was determined to be between 1 and 2 x 105 M-1. The binding
constants of several anionic labels are reported in Table 3.1, including the value our
laboratory derived from CE-LIF experimental data.12 The emission spectra of OxoDye 1,
OxoDye2, and OxoDye 3 in increasing concentrations of albumin are given in Figures
3.24-3.26. The increasing fluorescence with increasing protein concentration exhibited
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by IR783 and OxoDye2 can further be attributed to the disruption of weakly associated
intra- and intermolecular aggregates when bound to HSA. Most notably, the spectral
shifts observed for OxoDyes1 and 3 in for the absorption spectra, are also observed in the
fluorescence spectra.

Since J-aggregation is often characterized by its fluorescence

spectra, the broad fluorescence bands observed for these dyes could potentially be the
product of the combined spectra of monomeric, as well as J-aggregate bands.
The concentration at which the OxoDyes are completely bound to HSA was not
clearly defined by saturation plots. But Fmax was approximated at protein concentrations
at which Beer’s law deviates. This concentration was similarly 5 x 10-6 M HSA for all
three OxoDyes. Further increases in fluorescence may be attributed to binding modes
higher than 1:1 dye to protein such as a protein binding to intermolecular dye aggregates.
It has been reported that the biomolecular marker indocyanine green has a binding
stoichiometry with HSA of ~1.5:1 dye:protein ratio.5 Job’s plot analysis should be
performed on these dyes to confirm binding stoichiometry.
Ka values for IR 783 and its bis-cyanine analogues are listed in Table 3.2. Two
different binding equations which make use of fluorescence data, Equations 3.7 and 3.8,
were used to validate the reported data. The apparent results were quite interesting. As
previously mentioned, the spectral properties of IR783 and OxoDye2 were analogous.
This was also true for OxoDyes 1 and 3. For the monomeric analogue, IR 783, the results
determined from the two binding equations were in rather good agreement. However, yet
in the case of OxoDye 2, Equation 3.8 reports a binding constant which is weaker by an
order of magnitude. Conversely, Equation 3.8 reported Ka values for OxoDyes 1 and 3
which were an order of magnitude higher in strength. This phenomenon can be explained
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by the dye aggregation already observed. First, both equations are only valid in systems
in which 1:1 binding is present. Therefore, if dyes are binding to more than one binding
site, or if one protein- bound dye molecule also self-associates, the equations will not be
accurate. The overall conformations of the OxoDyes are quite large and expansive
compared to the BHmCs, therefore monomeric subunits remain quite capable of selfassociation outside of the HSA binding site.

In addition, polymethine cyanine J-

aggregates templated by HSA has also been reported.43,

44

The spectral properties of

IR783 and Although OxoDyes 1 and 3 do not appear to form intra-molecular aggregates,
the appearance of a monomeric shift with increasing HSA concentration points to
possible J-aggregation of protein-bound dyes. In the case of OxoDye2, binding data
irregularities are explained by the strong intramolecular H-aggregates observed in Figure
3.17.
FDCD Measurements of HSA-OxoDyes Binding

Fluorescence detected CD was observed for the monomeric IR 783 and OxoDyes
within the corresponding absorption bands (Figures 3.27, 3.28). Figure 3.28 shows the
titration of the monomeric IR 783 with increasing HSA concentration. Because induced
CD requires three point interactions, the CD spectra confirm specific binding of the dyes
within HSA binding sites, rather than nonspecific surface interactions. Likewise, the
relatively large binding constants observed in Table 3.2 are corroborated by the threepoint binding of induced CD interactions. The FDCD band exhibited by the cyanine dyes
were in good agreement with the spectral characteristics observed in the emission spectra.
That is, OxoDye3 exhibited the largest induced fluorescence CD and IR 783 and
OxoDye2 showed similar fluorescence CD bands in HSA. The H-dimer observed for
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OxoDye2 bound to HSA appeared to have no effect of the binding interactions or induced
CD. However, the small induced CD band observed for OxoDye1 may be related to the
protein-dye aggregate complex detected in the visible region. Neither absorption CD nor
FDCD measurements were performed in this region because H-aggregates do not
typically fluorescence nor exhibit chirality for the reasons already mentioned. But visible
absorption CD measurements should be carried out in the future to confirm this.
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Figure 3.12. Absorption spectra of 0.5 μM IR 783, OxoDye1, OxoDye2, and OxoDye 3
in buffer.
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Figure 3.13. Absorption spectra of 0.5 μM IR 783, OxoDye1, OxoDye2, and OxoDye 3
in 0.5 μM HSA.
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Figure 3.14. Absorption spectra of 0.5 μM IR 783 with various concentrations of HSA.
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Figure 3.15. Absorption plot of 0.5 μM IR 783 with various concentrations of HSA.
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Figure 3.16. Absorption spectra of 0.5 μM OxoDye1 in 0, 0.5, 5, and 50 μM HSA.
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Figure 3.17. Absorption spectra of 0.5 μM OxoDye2 in 0, 0.5, 5, and 50 μM HSA.
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Figure 3.18. Absorption spectra of 0.5 μM OxoDye 3 in 0, 0.5, 5, and 50 μM HSA.
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Figure 3.19. Fluorescence spectra of IR783, OxoDye1, OxoDye2, and OxoDye3 in
10mM phosphate buffer at 0.5 μM concentration.
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Figure 3.20. Fluorescence spectra of 0.5 μM IR 783, OxoDye1, OxoDye2, and OxoDye
3 in 0.5 μM HSA.
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Figure 3.21. Fluorescence spectra of 0.5 μM IR783 in various HSA concentrations.
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Table 3.1. Binding of HSA to Anionic Dyes

Compound

Association
Constant, K
(M-1)

n

Reference

Phenol red

2.8 x 104

1

Peters (1996)

Bromocresol green

7 x 105

3

Peters (1996)

Bromophenol blue

1.5 x 106

3

Peters (1996)

Methyl orange

2.2 x 103

---

Peters (1996)

Methyl red

2.2 x 105

---

Peters (1996)

Evans blue

4.0 x 105

14

Peters (1996)

Thiacarbocyanines

8 x 104 – 5 x 107

0.03-1.0

Tatikolov (2004)

Thiacarbocyanines

7.7 x 104 – 2.04 x 105

---

Zhang (2007)

Tetrasulfonated
aluminum
phthalocyanine

1.2 x 107

---

Filyasova (2001)

SQ1

1.4 x 106

---

Jisha (2006)

IR783

6.5 x 106

---

Sowell (2001)
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Figure 3.24. Emission spectrum of 0.5 μM OxoDye 1 in various HSA concentrations.
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Figure 3.25. Emission spectrum of 0.5 μM OxoDye 2 in various HSA concentrations.
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Figure 3.26. Emission spectrum of 0.5 μM OxoDye 3 in various HSA concentrations.
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Table 3.2. Association constants of dimeric dyes
Fluorescence
Dyea

a

λmax

Ka (M-1)
Eq.3.7

IR 783

805

1 x 105

2 x 105

OxoDye 1

801

3 x 105

3 x 106

OxoDye 2

805

6 x 105

6 x 104

OxoDye 3

805

7 x 105

2 x 106

0.5μM Dye in varying concentrations of HSA up to 5 μM.

Ka (M-1)
Eq. 3.8
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Figure 3.27. FDCD of 5 μM IR 783 in varying concentrations of HSA.
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Figure 3.28. FDCD of 2 μM OxoDyes in 2 μM HSA.
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Conclusions

The spectroscopic properties of three bis(heptamethine cyanine) dyes tethered by
poly(ethylene glycol) linkers were investigated.

Blue-shifted bands relative to the

monomeric band were detected for both IR783 and OxoDye2 alone in 10 mM phosphate
buffer in the near infrared region. These bands were attributed to both intramolecular
(OxoDye2) and intermolecular H-aggregates (IR783 and OxoDye2). This assignment
was further confirmed by the absence of fluorescence within these bands. In the presence
of HSA, the aggregate bands of IR 783 dissipated. The intermolecular H-aggregation
bands exhibited by OxoDye2 also decreased with increasing HSA concentration, and a
very distinct intramolecular dimer H-band also appeared as well. Thus, monomeric IR
783 and bis-cyanine dimers both predominantly interact with HSA binding sites.
No aggregation was detected with OxoDyes1 and 3 alone in 10 mM phosphate
and both exhibited fluorescence alone in aqueous. However, in the presence of HSA,
OxoDye1 monomeric NIR bands, as well as a newly formed visible H-aggregate band,
increased in absorptivity with increasing HSA concentration, owing to protein complex
formation.

Monomeric subunits bound to HSA appeared to be the primary binding

modality for OxoDye3.
All four dyes exhibited enhanced fluorescence in the presence of HSA. And the
dyes appeared to be completely bound at HSA concentrations of 5 μM. However, it
should be noted that OxoDyes1 and 3 may not be useful as noncovalent labels, since they
exhibit such high fluorescence alone in solution, making it potentially difficult to
distinguish protein bound dye from unbound dye in solution. Yet, when the labels are
used in conjunction with chiroptical methods such as FDCD or circularly polarized
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luminescence (CPL), specific binding of the biomarkers inside protein binding sites can
be confirmed. Induced FDCD of protein bound NIR labels was detected for all four
labels.
Using fluorescence data, binding constants were determined to be between 1 and
7 x 105 M-1 for the bis(heptamethine) dyes and the monomeric analogue. However,
additional calculations must be conducted to verify that the appropriate binding equation
was used. Furthermore, Scatchard and Hill analysis using FDCD measurements could
potentially be useful in validating binding association values. However, it is important to
also note that CD and FDCD measurements provide a single, overall average of the
optical activity of a probe. The dye molecule could be bound to multiple sites on a
macromolecule and information about individual local binding sites cannot be
determined.

Yet, these limitations are typically overcome by performing lifetime-

resolved FDCD, quenching, denaturation, or competitive binding studies.14, 45-47
In future work, competitive assays involving known Site I and Site II ligands,
such as dansylamide19 and dansylproline respectively, should be performed to confirm
the specific binding sites of the OxoDyes.

Moreover, OxoDyes should also be

investigated for their potential as ion or pH sensors.26, 48 The hydrophilic nature of the
PEG spacer will likely be spectroscopically sensitive to changes in polarity, ionic
strength, or pH. Changes in these parameters may also cause the dyes to exhibit intrinsic
CD. Tanaka et al has reported intrinsic Cotton effects for (1R,2R)-trans-cyclohexanediol
bis(6-methoxy-2-naphthoate) in both CD and FDCD measurements owing to the
intramolecular interactions oxygen lone pairs.49
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CHAPTER IV
Identifying Geometrically Selective NIR Sensors
Introduction

The deposition of amyloid fibrils is known to result in tissue damage and
degeneration.1 At least 16 types of human diseases have been associated with amyloid
fibrils. Amyloid diseases are characterized by the abnormal self-assembly and deposition
of proteins into insoluble aggregates.2

Examples of amyloid diseases include

Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, spongioform encephalopathies, and type II
diabetes. Although nearly 20 different amyloidogenic precursors are currently known,
the detailed mechanism of the fibril formation is still not fully understood. Amyloid, as
well as prion, related diseases are often referred to as conformational diseases.
Conformational diseases involve conformational changes leading to misfolded proteins
forming β secondary structures. These β structures have a high propensity to aggregate
and become resistant to proteolysis.3 Studies involving conformational disease have
contributed to the idea that biological function is mediated by changes in protein
conformation.

This principle has inspired the use of countless research in which the

detection of protein secondary structures is the primary goal.

Amyloid Fibril Structure. The German physician Virchow first used the term

“amyloid” in 1854, believing that the iodine-containing component was starch.3
Normally soluble proteins or peptides can misfold and polymerize into amyloid fibrils.1
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Many authors report in the literature proteins forming amyloid-like fibrils, yet not
associated with any disease. For example, α-helical proteins such as myoglobin or apocytochrome c have formed fibrils under certain conditions.
In solution, amyloid fibrils cannot be observed, although pre-amyloidogenic
conformation can be observed in crystalline form. Fibrils are often indefinite in length,
unbranched, and repetitive in structure. Using electron microscopy at low resolution, all
amyloid deposits can be characterized as bundles of straight, rigid fibrils ranging in width
from 60 to 130 Å and in length from 1000 to 16000 Å. Fibrils are made up of cross-β
structures which contain β strands running perpendicular to the long axis of the fibrils
and β-sheets extending parallel to this axis. The structural hierarchy of amyloid fibrils is
depicted in Figure 4.1. Every 115 or 250 Å, the β strands also form a β helical twist to
change the direction of the strands. There are two major types of fibrils known. Type 1
fibrils are very thin and are formed from only one fibril. Type 2 fibrils are formed from
two filaments intertwined, usually with a diameter from 80 to 130 Å. In addition to a
fibrillar component, a nonfibrillar component of has also been observed including serum
amyloid protein, heparin sulfate proteoglycans, and apolipoprotein E.

Aβ peptide

cross – β –
structure

proto –
filament

3–5
proto –
filaments

fibril

4.7Å

25 – 30 Å

60 – 80 Å

Figure 4.1. The structural hierarchy of amyloid fibrils which contain β-sheets oriented first parallel, then perpendicular to the axis of
the fibril to form a cross-β structure. Several cross-β structures then make up the protofilament and several protofilaments make up
the amyloid fibril visualized in electron microscopy.
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Determining Congo Red Specificity to Amyloid Fibrils. One of the primary

techniques for diagnosing amyloid fibrils ex vivo, is treatment with the histological dye
Congo red (CR).

In the presence of amyloid fibrils, CR exhibits a characteristic

birefringence under polarized light.3 There many drawbacks to using CR for amyloid
identification. First, this assay must be carried out under extreme conditions such as 5080% ethanol, high salt, and alkaline pH.4 In addition, CR does not bind specifically to
amyloid, and binding to collagen fibers or cytoskeletal proteins may result in falsepositive observations. In lieu of the birefringence assay, filtration based assays using CR
have been used. Amyloid samples are treated with CR and then passed through a 0.2 μm
filter. The concentration of free CR dye remaining is then measured to determine the
amount of CR bound to amyloid.5 However, the filtration assays cannot detect CR bound
to soluble monomers or oligomers not retained by the filter.
In an effort to determine the specificity of CR binding, Khurana and co-workers
have used induced CD assays of CR in the presence of native proteins, partially folded
protein conformations, and amyloid fibrils using protein from various structural classes.4
The group wanted to determine if CR was an appropriate secondary structural probe for
amyloid assays. Experiments were performed at low concentrations of fibrils because it
is known that CR yields red precipitates with amyloids at high concentrations. Khurana
et al report that amyloid fibrils have more binding sites available for CR than the native
proteins. This work also determined that all classes of secondary structures bind to CR.
Thus, CR binding is not restricted to only the predominantly β-sheet conformation of
amyloid fibrils. Because this data conflicts with previously reported studies, Khurana
and co-workers used FTIR to confirm that CR binding did not change the secondary
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structure of the proteins examined in the study. Yet as expected, no secondary changes
were observed in the proteins bound to CR. Although structural distinctions made from
induced CR CD spectra differing in shape and intensity is promising, more work in this
area is necessary. Khurana suggests binding sites for CR in individual proteins could be
more related to local environment rather than the type of secondary structure.

Khurana also examined CR’s usefulness as a probe of hydrophobic regions of
partially folded and native proteins. Apomyoglobin was bound to CR in its native (pH
7), unfolded (pH 2 in the absence of salts), and partially folded intermediate (pH 4 and
pH 2 in salt) states (Figure 4). Both native and partially folded conformations induce
different CR CD bands. Thus, CR binding sites are present in the partially folded
intermediates.

To further probe the mechanism of CR binding, CR was then bound to native βlactoglobin. The protein concentration was varied from 0 to 20 μM in a constant CR
concentration of 40 μM (Figure 5A). Ellipticity minima and maxima were then plotted
against β-lactoglobin concentration (Figure 5B). Binding analysis determined that 1.52 ±
0.05 molecules of dye were bound to one β-lactoglobin molecule, in agreement with the
literature. Khurana suggests that perhaps three protein molecules are intercalated with
two CR molecules between them, resulting in the oligomerization of protein molecules.
This hypothesis was further supported using cross-linking and nonreducing SDS-PAGE
analysis. Khurana concluded that CR bridges two molecules by intercalating between
hydrophobic surface patches with the appropriate electrostatic regions for the sulfonate
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groups of CR.

In an earlier study, Carter and Chou proposed this model through

molecular modeling that CR intercalates between two insulin monomers at an interface
formed by a pair of anti-parallel β-strands.6 This model is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. The model of amyloid binding to CR proposed by Carter and Chou. Picture
reproduced from reference 6.
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Section I
Project Aims

In the first part of this project, the research goals were aimed at observing the
binding interactions NIR dyes with bovine insulin fibrils using induced CD and FDCD
measurements of the symmetrical label. The precise binding modes of CR, as well as
other anionic probes, bound to amyloid fibrils are not well understood. Chiroptical
techniques are quite useful in the study of protein-ligand interactions. As with absorption
and emission spectroscopy, information about the bound protein is obtained through
changes in the label’s spectra. However, induced CD for an achiral dye will only be
achieved if the dye forms three-points of interaction with the biomolecule. Therefore, the
dye will only exhibit CD bands when biomolecular interactions are strong, and most
likely, specific in nature.
NIR dyes are an ideal alternative to visible dyes such as CR currently used
clinically. NIR dye absorption and emission wavelengths are far removed from the
autofluorescence of biomolecules, thereby minimizing analyte as well matrix
interference. NIR labels also exhibit high molar absorptivities. This property means that
lower dye concentrations can be used in analysis, thus preventing distortion of protein
and polypeptide structures by the labels. Furthermore, the properties NIR probes can be
uniquely tailored through modest structural modification. The particularly unique feature
of the carbocyanine labels reported herein is the inherent planarity of heterocyclic rings,
thus allowing the probe to intercalate between anti-parallel β-sheets.
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Insulin

Insulin is a small globular protein (~5733 Daltons) composed of two polypeptide
chains linked by two disulfide bonds. Although the action of insulin in vivo is initiated
by the binding of monomer insulin to the receptor, the protein is stored in the pancreas
within β granules where six molecules of insulin, complexed with zinc ions.7 The
oligomerization of insulin model proposed by Uversky et al is shown in Figure 4.3. Zinc
ions are not involved in dimer formation but are involved in the association of tetramers
to produce the hexameric complex.
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Figure 4.3. Model for the association of insulin revised from reference 7.
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Experimental I
Removal of Zinc from Insulin. Bovine insulin was purchased from Sigma (St.

Louis, MO) and was reported to contain only ~0.5% zinc (I5500). However, further
purification steps were required to make the insulin completely zinc-free for monomer in
vitro fibrillation techniques. Removal of zinc was performed after methods reported by

Sluterman.8 Since insulin has low solubility at neutral pH, a 10 mg/mL solution of
insulin containing acetic acid was first prepared. Concentrations were confirmed by UV
measurements at 276 nm (ε = 6080 L/mol). EDTA was then added at a concentration of
0.75 mg/mL. The solution pH was brought then brought back to pH 5.3-5.4 (i.e., the pI
of insulin) so the protein precipitates out of solution. This preparation was then left at
room temperature overnight.

After low speed centrifugation, the supernatant was

carefully pipetted off and the remaining solid was washed three times with water.
In V itro Fibril Formation. A wide variety of insulin fibrillation techniques have

been reported in the literature.1, 2, 4, 9-17 For this particular project the method outlined by
Burke and Rougvie was chosen for its simplicity and available resources.12

A 1%

solution of zinc-free insulin solution was prepared in distilled water. The pH of this
solution was then adjusted to 2 with HCl. The sample was then placed in a sealed tube
and heated in a waterbath to 80-100 °C until a clear gel is formed (approximately 10
minutes). The tube was then cooled and immersed in a dry ice-acetone bath. The sample
was then thawed under running water and then reheated in the 80-100 °C water bath for 2
minutes. This cycle of heating and cooling was repeated until a firm gel is formed
(approximately 3-7 times).
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Congo Red Validation. The presence of fibrillar structures is typically validated

by either transmission electron microscopy (TEM)1, 9, thioflavin T fluorescence10, 18, or
the congo red method19, 20 discussed forthwith. A 100 μM CR stock solution in 90% PBS
buffer and 10% ethanol, to dissolve CR micelles. The stock solution was then filtered
three times with Gelman filters containing 0.3 μm pores. The final CR concentration was
determined by measuring CR absorbance at 498 nm (ε = 5.93 x 104). While keeping the
insulin concentration constant (11 μM), four suspensions of CR and fibrils were prepared
containing 1, 3, 5, and 10 μM of CR. Samples were gently vortexed for 30 seconds and
incubated for 30 minutes before analysis. When in the presence of fibrillar structures, CR
will exhibit hyperchromicity and a spectral shift at its absorption maxima. In addition,
isosbestic points should be observed around 349, 406, and 477 nm. A linear relationship
between spectral differences at 540 nm and CR concentration are typically indicative of
fibrils present. The linear relationship is reported in Equation 4.1:
Spectral difference = (26, 800) ([CR]) + 0.003

(4.1)

A representative difference spectra of the assay performed to validate that insulin fibrils
were formed is shown in Figure 4.4. As seen in this difference spectra, the isosbestic
points predicted at 349, 406, and 477 nm were not present. In addition, absorption
maxima should be at 540 nm, with spectral changes which are linearly related to changes
in CR concentration. However, the absorption maxima observed was actually observed
at 549 nm. Thus, according to the assays performed, in vitro fibril formation of bovine
insulin was not achieved. The CR assay may have been unsuccessful one of several
reasons. First, simple operator error may have been a factor, although this is unlikely
since the assay was performed several times. In addition, zinc atoms may not have been
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completely removed by the method previously described. Also, insulin fibrils do not
have a random conformation. Perhaps fibrillization was not achieved to due to errors
made in the in vitro fibrillation process. Dozens of fibrillation methods are reported in
the literature. In future work, these other methods should be explored and compared
using the CR assay. Furthermore, the harshness of the zinc removal process may have
denatured the protein. This idea was further examined in the following section using
both near and far UV CD measurements.
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Figure 4.4. CR validation of insulin fibrils. UV-Vis difference spectrum of CR in the
presence of insulin fibrils. In the presence of insulin fibrils, isosbestic points should be
present at 349, 406, and 477 nm. A linear spectral difference at 540 nm will also be
observed in the presence of insulin fibrils.
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Near and Far UV CD of Insulin. In order to confirm that the insulin remained

in its native conformation after zinc was removed, CD measurements were conducted in
both the near and far regions for bovine insulin. As previously mentioned in Chapter 1,
the peptide bond chromophore exhibits different electronic transitions for all three basic
protein secondary structures.

Melberg and Johnson21 determined from far UV CD

analysis that native insulin contains 57% α-helix, 1% β-strand, 18% β-turn, and 24%
random coil. The secondary structure of the monomer shows a 10-15% increase in antiparallel β-structure and a corresponding reduction in random coil structure. Burke and
Rougvie12 have reported that monomer insulin exhibits negative CD maxima at 208 and
222 nm as well as a negative CD band at 195 nm. Alternately, insulin fibrils will exhibit
negative and positive CD bands at 217.5 nm and 193.5 nm, respectively. The far UV CD
of the zinc-free insulin analyzed is shown in Figure 4.5. The sample concentrations were
varied between 0.6 to 6 mM to improve the sensitivity of the measurements. The data
was normalized with respect to pathlength and concentration and then reported in units of
molar ellipticity. The CD maxima exhibited for this data were observed around 240 nm.
This was quite a large spectral shift in comparison to results reported in the literature.
Several CD secondary structure analysis software packages are available free on the
world wide web such as DICHROWEB22, Cdtool23, k2d24, CD Pro25, 26. The secondary
structure of the data reported in Figure 4.5 was further examined using CD Pro and k2d
software.

However, the determinations made using these software suites were

inconclusive due to the extremely large errors encountered during software analysis.
These observations point to possible operator error since values are so very different than
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the data reported in the literature and no conclusions could be made from CD software
analysis. Far UV CD can be quite challenging since these measurements require high
concentrations in which cell pathlengths as low as 1 mm must be utilized. Issues with
sample purity and consistency are often encountered with microscopic pathlengths. In
additions, such cells are often difficult to clean and air bubbles are also concerns.
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Figure 4.5. Far UV CD of native bovine insulin in the absence of zinc (monomer
insulin). Measurements were performed using a 1 mm pathlength circular cell with a 0.6
to 6 mM samples. S/N = 5.
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Fortunately, the problems faced in the far UV region can be overcome by
examining near UV CD of insulin. By using near UV CD, the native conformation of
zinc free insulin was confirmed at 275 nm. The near UV CD originates mostly from
tyrosyl side chains, as this protein lacks tryptophan and contains four tyrosine and three
phenylalanine residues.7 When insulin monomers (zinc-free) are oriented in their native
conformations, the CD bands at 275 nm will be between -165 to 210 deg cm2 dmol-1.
The data shown in Figure 4.6 displays the characteristic near UV CD bands of monomer
insulin in its native conformation.

This data confirms that no protein denaturation

occurred during the removal of zinc from the commercially acquired insulin.
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Figure 4.6. Near UV CD of zinc-free insulin (monomer). Measurements were
performed using a 1 mm pathlength circular cell with a 0.6 to 6 mM samples. S/N = 5.
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Summary

The research goals of the first part of the project were aimed at observing the
binding interactions NIR dyes with bovine insulin fibrils using induced CD and FDCD
measurements of the symmetrical labels.

To this end, the zinc was removed from

commercially obtained bovine insulin. Insulin fibrils were then prepared by an in vitro
fibrillation technique. To confirm if the appropriate insulin fibril structure was indeed
achieved, a CR assay was utilized. However, according to the CR assay, the in vitro
fibrillation technique chosen was unsuccessful in producing insulin fibrils. Near UV CD
confirmed that protein denaturation was not a possible source of error. The insulin fibril
model for fibrils in vivo is rather a complex system.

Moreover, obtaining fibrils

commercially can be quite expensive. For this reason, this part of the study was set aside
and project aims were directed toward a more simplistic and inexpensive model such as
poly-L-lysine.
Section II
Poly-L-Lysine

For several decades, poly-L-lysine (PLL) has been commonly used as a model for
protein secondary structure determination. Below the pKa of the residual ammonium
substituents (pH 10.5), the polypeptide exhibits a randomly coiled conformation.27
Above pH 10.5, PLL is observed in either the α-helix or β-sheet conformations,
depending on conditions of pH, temperature, and ionic strength.

Moreover, the

homopolypeptide can take on an α-helical conformation in 100% methanol (i.e., neutral
pH) while the ammonium substituents remain charged.28 Thus, the versatility of this
biopolymer has made it ideal for use in studies where secondary structure is closely
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related to biofunction (i.e., DNA, enzymes, and biomemic sensing).29 Charged α-helix
PLL is of particular interest because of its potential use in host chemistry studies. It is
well known that specificities of the biofunctions of enzymes are dependent on the threedimensional structures constructed by the polypeptide secondary structure. Charged αhelix PLL allows for specific microenvironments for ionic molecular substances. The
charged α-helix PLL allows for a more rigid and uniform enzyme-substrate compared to
the more heterogeneous charged randomly coiled PLL conformation.
In most of the earlier induced CD studies, PLL in its charged randomly coiled
state was bound to azo dyes such as methyl orange (MO) to produce CD bands within the
region of dye aggregate absorption.30-36 The chemical structure of MO is illustrated in
Figure 4.7. When no PLL was present, MO did not readily aggregate with increasing

concentration.30 However, induced CD of MO using PLL exhibited an exciton coupled
spectra corresponding to dimeric MO interacting with one residual ammonium
substituent.

It was proven that complex formation was due to both electrostatic

interactions between the cationic ammonium groups of PLL and the anionic sulfonate
group of the azo dye as well as van der Waals’ interactions. Thus, the Davydov splitting
(i.e., exciton coupling) observed at shorter wavelengths than monomer MO can be
attributed to the dipole-dipole interactions of the dimeric MO molecules. Other studies
involving induced CD of both MO and ethyl orange using PLL and its more hydrophobic
poly (Nε-alkyl-L-lysine) analogues showed that the absolute conformation of the dyepolypeptide complexes could be converted from S-chiral to R-chiral when more
hydrophobic substituents are introduced.31, 33 Furthermore, induced CD of MO was only
observed when PLL was in its protonated state.32
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Figure 4.7. Chemical structures of Methyl Orange, DAAC, and NK2012.
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Other studies of azo dyes containing carboxylic acid substituents have been
successful in using neutral PLL to induce CD.37-39 The azo dye 4’-dimethyl amino azo
benzene-4-carboxylic acid (DAAC) binds cooperatively to α-helix PLL at pH 11.5. The
chemical structure of DAAC is depicted in Figure 4.7. The binding of DAAC resulted in
the conformational transition of PLL from α-helix to β-sheet. The extended conformation
of β-sheet PLL allowed for increased DAAC binding. It was confirmed that electrostatic
interactions did not play an important role in DAAC-PLL binding. Thus, hydrophobic
interactions between the hydrocarbon portion of DAAC and the uncharged alkyl side
chain of PLL at pH 11.5. Because DAAC is not completely planar in solution, the αhelix conformation is most likely too rigid to accommodate the bulky DAAC molecule.
Furthermore, the addition of dioxane destroyed the DAAC-PLL complex, confirming
hydrophobic binding as the predominant interaction involved.

Moreover, exciton

splitting was again observed due to the interaction of two identical chromophores around
PLL residues.
To date, there have been no NIR dyes used as protein secondary structural probes
reported in the literature. Polymethine dyes are ideal for this application since their
properties are readily controlled by structure and solvent environment. In addition, the
self-association properties of cyanines can be exploited for structural sensing, since αhelical structures make model templates for chiral J-aggregates to form.40-43

The

trimethine cyanine dye NK2012 (Figure 4.7) has been reported to have extrinsic Cotton
effects in the presence of charged α-helix PLL in methanol.29,

44-47

As mentioned

previously, the ε-ammonium groups of PLL remain charged within the α-helix
conformation in 100% methanol. The chirality of the induced CD band of NK2012 has
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been proven to be dependent on secondary structure.

Exciton coupled NK2012

molecules bind with charged PLL to produce S-chiral and R-chiral dimers in water and
methanol, respectively.45 PLL is rather rigid and the residual ammonium groups assume
identical positions as binding sites for the anionic dye to bind. While observing the
induced CD band of NK2012, it has been proven that charged α-helix PLL showed
geometrically selective binding for geometric isomers of dicarboxylic acids.44 The chiral
dimers can be dispersed into monomers by the addition Nα-benzyloxycarbonyl amino
acid derivatives, further supporting the idea of geometrically selective binding.47
Project Aims

Although NK2012 has shown chiral selectivity with respect to secondary
structure, trimethine dyes such as this one only excite in the visible region, where dyes
are typically less sensitive, and more susceptible to matrix interference. With the simple
addition of methines, dyes exhibiting properties in the more advantageous NIR region are
constructed. For the second part of the project, NIR carbocyanine dyes were screened for
their potential as protein secondary structural probes. Cyanine dyes are particularly
advantageous for this application because their spectral properties are quite sensitive to
solvent polarity.

The dye’s photochemical properties were evaluated using both

absorption spectroscopy and induced absorption CD techniques in the NIR region.
Dye Screening Scheme

Approximately fifteen NIR dyes were furnished from KPS Technologies, LLC.
The dyes were initially grouped according to the scheme outlined in Figure 4.8. In the
first tier, dyes differ with respect to their polymethine character. As previously discussed
in Chapter 2, polymethine character, and subsequently dye flexibility, governs the
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photostability of carbocyanine dyes. As methine groups are added to the polymethine
bridge, absorption and emission wavelengths will extend further into the NIR region.
However, the addition of methine groups also leads to a larger, much more flexible dye.
Dye flexibility is incongruent with dye stability; i.e., the rule of thumb dictates that
increased flexibility in a chromophore leads to decreased photostability.
particularly true with respect to fluorescence properties.

This is

To overcome the inherent

instability of penta- and heptamethine dyes, groups such as the Patonay and the
Strekowski groups have inserted cyclic structures into the polymethine bridge to increase
dye rigidity and thereby enhance the dye’s stability as well as other photophysical
properties. Dyes containing either a typical polymethine bridge, a squaric, or croconic
moiety were all evaluated. The chemical structures of all the dyes examined in this study
are displayed in Figures 4.9-10.
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Figure 4.8. Dye analysis scheme. The labels were first organized according to their
polymethine character. The presence of heteroatoms as well as the size of the dye
substituents were also evaluated. The characteristic ring substituent was also examined
in order to observe the contribution that hydrophobicity plays in secondary structure
discrimination.
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Figure 4.9. Chemical structures of the dyes screened for their polymethine character (e.g., squaric, croconic, crotonic) and the
presence of heteroatoms.
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In the second tier, crotonic (tricarbocyanine) dyes are grouped with respect to the
presence or absence of heteroatoms such as oxygen or sulfur present at the 3 and 3’
positions. Andrews-Wilberforce and Patonay previously reported that sulfur groups at
these positions bind preferentially to BSA and HSA binding sites.48 Furthermore, sulfur
atoms are also present in the visible dye NK2012 and could perhaps contribute to it’s
specificity as well. The third tier examined dyes based solely on their substituent length
and charge.

Substituent length was considered an important feature in preferential

binding since Carter and Chou6 reported that CR intercalated between anti-parallel βstrands as sulfonate groups bound to alternate ends and alternate strands of amyloid
fibrils (Figure 4.2). Therefore, the substituents should not be too long or too short for
noncovalent binding. In addition, the Carter and Chou study also contributed to the
argument that CR binding electrostatically, hence its inherent lack of specificity.
Therefore, dyes containing butyl sulfonate groups were also examined. And finally, dyes
with indolenine vs. benzindolenine groups were also compared. The hydrophobicity, and
subsequent increased planarity, may allow for better dye intercalation.
Other Considerations.

For use as a structural probe with the ability to

differentiate between the α-helical character of native insulin and the cross β-structure of
insulin fibrils, dye structure is most important. However, dyes were not used to target
amino acid functional groups since the primary structure of both native and fibrillar
insulin was identical. This idea is also true for the PLL models as well. A desirable
probe should be quite planar in order to intercalate between the extended conformations
of β-strands. Dye fit is also imperative in order to avoid nonspecific interactions of the
dye to protein or polypeptide surfaces.
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PC modeling and simulation® work was performed early on by Dr. Brian Crow
and dyes containing 3, 3’ dimethyl groups were found to lack the required planarity, and
could potentially inhibit π-π interactions of intercalation. Dyes containing dimethyl
substituents at these positions were not excluded, but were closely monitored for their
ultimate utility in insulin fibril models.
Using absorption spectroscopy, stability and aggregation behavior of the dyes
shown in Figures 4.9-10 were first evaluated. The oxacyanine dye nn359 was discarded
due to extreme instability in methanol.

Molar absorptivity of nn359 in methanol

decreased exponentially within 12 hours of dye dissolution. Croconic dye I could not be
evaluated because the dye was insoluble in all solvents (e.g., phosphate buffer, PBS
buffer, 100% methanol, 90% water/10%methanol) except DMSO. Visibly insoluble
aggregates of croconic dye I were observed for all reagents mentioned. This observation
is quite unique since the cyanine moiety typically allows for moderate solubility in
aqueous solution. Some dyes were also excluded due to a lack of purity. This problem
was encountered for dyes 39B and 48A.
Dyes were finally screened using absorption spectroscopy according to similar
studies performed by Hermel and Rossi.49 Spectral shifts of the dye’s monomer or
aggregate bands in the presence of either α- or β-PLL structures were considered
indicative of structural sensitivity. Two carbocyanine NIR dyes were selected based on
these criteria: PD1 and DBS804. The details of this data are discussed in the section to
follow.
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Experimental II
Instrumentation. Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed using a

Jasco 710 spectropolarimeter (Easton, MD). The instrument was equipped with a 450 W
Xenon Arc lamp, a 50 kHz piezo-elastic modulator, and a double prism monochromator.
Fluorescence detected circular dichroism measurements were obtained using a long
wavelength (600 – 1100 nm) Hamamatsu R375 photomultiplier tube (PMT) positioned
perpendicular to the excitation beam. Far UV CD measurements were performed with a
short wavelength (200 – 800 nm) Hamamatsu R375 PMT positioned directly in front of
the excitation beam using a 0.01 cm pathlength circular cell. All NIR CD measurements
were performed in rectangular quartz cells containing 1 cm path lengths. The instrument
was calibrated in the UV region using (+)-camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) as described in
the literature.50 Prior to the measurement of polypeptide spectra, the CSA standard was
scanned in a 1 cm quartz cell and the instrument’s high tension (HT) voltage was
adjusted to 190.4 ± 1 mdeg at 290.5 nm (Figure 4.11). Any subsequent far UV CD
measurements for polypeptides were done in the 200 to 300 nm region.

NIR CD

measurements were performed only after the instrument was calibrated in the near
infrared region (NIR). CD calibrations were performed as described by Konno using
nickel sulfate.51 The HT voltage was adjusted until molar CD values were approximately
-101.2 ± at 718 nm and -100.7 ± 1 at 777 nm respectively (Figure 4.12). Absorption
measurements were performed on the Perkin Elmer UV-Vis/NIR spectrophotometer
(Norwalk, CT). The instrument was calibrated prior to measurement by using a quartz
cell containing phosphate buffer as a blank. The blank was scanned in the 600 to 900 nm
region with a 1 nm step resolution. Baselines were recorded as the optically inactive
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fluorophores in CD cuvettes. Fluorescence measurements were performed on an ISS K2
Multifrequency Phase Fluorometer (Champaign, IL). The slit widths were 2 mm and the
integration time was 3 sec. Step resolution between 0.2 and 0.5 nm/sec was used. All
samples were excited with a commercial GaAlAs laser diode (Laser Max, Rochester,
NY) at 690 nm, to avoid the potential inner filter effects of the high quantum yield of the
dyes studied. All absorption and fluorescence measurements were taken with a 1 cm
cuvette.
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Figure 4.11. Calibration of the short wavelength PMT for far UV protein analysis using
a 0.06% ammonium (+)-10-camphorsulfonate standard. Measurements were performed
using a 1 cm pathlength rectangular cell. S/N = 5.
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Figure 4.12. Calibration of the long wavelength PMT for use in the NIR region using a
nickel tartrate standard. Measurements were performed using a 1 mm pathlength
rectangular cell. S/N = 5.
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Materials.

Poly-L-lysine hydrobromide (PLL), MW = 61000, degree

polymerization = 296, (+)-camphor sulfonic acid, nickel sulfate hexahydrate, and
potassium sodium tartrate were purchased from Sigma. HPLC grade methanol was
purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). All other reagents were purchased
from Sigma. Water was obtained from a Barnstead NANOpure Ultrapure Water System
(Van Nuys, CA). Filtering was performed using Anotop® 25 Disposable Syringe Filters
manufactured by Whatman (Clifton, NJ).
Biuret Assay. Since PLL is a polypeptide, conventional methods for determining

its concentration such as molar absorptivity at 280 nm or a Coomassie blue assay cannot
be utilized. Therefore, the biuret assay was employed instead. The biuret assay makes
use of the principle that, under alkaline conditions, samples containing two or more
peptide bonds form a purple complex with the copper salts in the reagent. Biuret reagent
contains 2.25 g sodium potassium tartrate, 0.75 g copper sulfate x 5 H2O, 1.25 g
potassium iodide, all of which are dissolved in 0.2 M sodium hydroxide. The volume is
then brought to 250 mL with distilled water. Standard samples of bovine serum albumin
(BSA) from 1 to 10 mg/mL were also prepared. The PLL samples analyzed were also
prepared to fall approximately within the range of the BSA standard curve. Standards
and samples were both added to test tubes at 1 mL volumes. Next, 9 mL of biuret were
added to each tube. Test tubes were vortexed and allowed to incubate for 20 minutes.
Absorbance measurements were then recorded for the standards and samples at 550 nm.
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Poly-L-Lysine Preparations. At neutral pH, PLL residues are arranged in the

randomly coiled conformation. In addition, randomly coiled PLL is also charged below
the ε-amine’s pKa 10.5. Above the ε-amine pKa, PLL is uncharged and will exhibit an

α-helix conformation from the intramolecular hydrogen bonds between carboxyl and
amino groups. However, when α-PLL was heated above 50 °C, these hydrogen bonds
are disrupted and the polypeptide will take on the extended conformation of β-PLL.
After approximately 30 minutes of heating PLL, the samples were quickly cooled on ice
to bring the samples back down to room temperature. At room temperature, hydrogen
bonds were reformed to stabilize the β-PLL complex. The α- to β-PLL transition of PLL
is illustrated in Figure 4.13. In 100% methanol, PLL not only exists in an α-helix, but
the polypeptide residues are charged as well. In this study, PLL was dissolved in water to
give a 2 x 10-5 M stock solution. Polypeptide concentration was confirmed by the biuret
assay for peptide bonds.
Far UV CD of PLL. When the polypeptide secondary structures were prepared

in solution, the conformations of each structure were then validated by far UV CD
measurements (Figure 4.14). Samples were first diluted to 0.01% concentrations. Then
using a 0.1 cm pathlength circular cell, CD measurements were determined from an
accumulation of approximately 3 system scans (S/N=3) at a bandwidth of 0.5 nm. All
samples (i.e., charged and uncharged α-helix, β-sheet, and random coil) were in good
agreement with the mean residue ellipticities reported in the literature.27
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Figure 4.13. Structural transitions of uncharged α-PLL into the β-PLL conformation.
Adapted from Davidson and Fasman, Biochemistry (1967) 6, 1616. Under heated
conditions, the hydrogen bonds of α-PLL will be disrupted and the polypeptide will
reform as β-PLL.
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Figure 4.14. Far UV CD of 0.01% PLL samples. Prior to induced CD analysis, all
models were validated according to values reported in the literature. Measurements were
performed using a 0.1 cm pathlength circular cell and a 0.5 nm bandwidth. S/N = 3.
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Dye Preparation. NIR dyes were first solubilized in minimum concentrations of

methanol. Dyes were then further diluted to appropriate concentration with water. In
most cases, the final total volume of methanol was not more than 3%. Polypeptide and
dye solutions were prepared by using equal volumes of both. Dye and polypeptide
solutions were prepared and allowed to incubate at room temperature for one hour in the
dark.

A 0.06% (w/v) stock solution of ammonium (+)-10-camphorsulfonate was

prepared in water. Stock solutions of nickel (II) sulfate (solution A) and potassium
sodium tartrate (solution B) were prepared in water at 0.240 M and 0.360 M
concentrations, respectively. The nickel (II) sulfate solution was prepared by mixing
equal volumes of solutions A and B immediately preceding NIR CD calibration.
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Results and Discussion
PD1 in Poly-L-lysine

Dyes were screened using UV-Vis/NIR absorption spectroscopy according to
techniques performed by Hermel and Rossi.49 Spectral shifts of the dye’s monomer or
aggregate bands in the presence of either α- or β-PLL structures were considered
indicative of a potential structural probe. The tier I (Figure 4.8) carbocyanine dye PD1
was the first dye observed to meet these criteria. As the chemical structure in Figure 4.9
shows, PD1 is a pentamethine carbocyanine dye with a relatively flexible polymethine
bridge and three heterocyclic fused rings on either side. Although the polymethine bridge
of PD1 was assumed to lack the rigidity necessary for a photostable compound, PD1 was
found to maintain its molar absorptivity in methanol for at least two weeks before
degradation occurred. The fused ring moieties of PD1 make this dye particularly novel.
A typical pentamethine dye containing indolenine ring moieties absorbs around 650 nm.
However, the fused heterocyclic rings of PD1 allow this dye to absorb far into the near
infrared region. The absorption spectra displayed in Figure 4.15 shows the effects of
solvent polarity on PD1. In 100% methanol, the monomer band is strongly exhibited at
854 nm. However, in 10% methanol/90% water, the PD1 monomer is minimized and
various H-aggregates appear. Similar bands are observed in 90% phosphate buffer (PB).
Additionally, when salt is added to PB (PBS), H-aggregate bands shift once more and a
small J-aggregate appears as well.

All experiments discussed hereafter are were

performed in 90% water for the sake of simplicity and to avoid matrix interference during
absorption CD measurements. The absorption spectra of PD1in 90% water at varying
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dye concentrations is given in Figure 4.16. Even when dye concentration is increased
20-fold, the dye-aggregate to monomer band ratios appear to remain constant, implying
that the H-aggregates form relatively stable complexes.
The criteria for dye screening are illustrated in Figure 4.17. In the presence of

α-PLL, the monomer band of PD1 is shifted from 854 to 880 nm, exhibiting a 26 nm
shift of the monomer band. In contrast, β-PLL exhibits a 33 nm shift of its monomer
band from 854 to 887 nm. The β-PLL monomer band is quite distinctive as compared to
the α-PLL monomer band, which suggests that PD1 may selectively bind to proteins
from different secondary structural classes. In addition, PD1 exhibited similar bands in
the visible region around 475 nm. These peaks are often observed for cyanine dyes in the
presence of protein and were assigned the PLL-dye complex band. Moreover, a small Jaggregate band is also observed for α-PLL around 985 nm. This band was attributed to
J-aggregation into a helical orientation, templated by the α-helix structure of the PLL.
Another smaller band observed around 785 nm appeared unique to only β-PLL. This
band is most likely the result of a spectral of the H-aggregate band observed at 730 nm
for PD1 alone in 90% water. The relatively short aggregate band observed for PD1 alone
in water at 700 nm also appears bathochromically shifted 35 and 25 nm for α- and β-PLL
respectively.
PD1 in Ovalbumin

Heat denatured ovalbumin was also used as a β-sheet model. The absorbance
spectra of PD1 in varying concentrations of the heat denatured protein are displayed in
Figure 4.18. The monomer band of PD1 bound to ovalbumin displayed a monomer band

similar to the one observed for the dye bound to β-PLL. This gives further credence the
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dye’s potential as a secondary structural probe.

In addition, at low ovalbumin

concentrations, PD1’s the absorption bands observed around 675 nm are nearly identical
to the bands observed at the same wavelengths in the presence of β-PLL. PD1 not only
appears sensitive to protein secondary structure, but protein concentration as well. At
low protein concentrations (~1 x 10-6 M), the monomer band exhibits no spectral shift.
Yet, at higher protein concentrations (i.e., ≤ 1 x 10-6 M), a spectral shift of ~27 nm is
observed. The spectral changes of PD1’s monomer band in varying concentrations of
heat denatured ovalbumin are summarized in Table 4.1. Since protein concentration is a
major factor of protein aggregation. PD1 may have potential as a probe for protein
aggregates. This feature makes this dye’s potential use in amyloid fibril applications
even more valid.
The spectral changes observed for PD1 determined that the dye may be useful as a
structural probe. However, no CD bands were detected for PD1 bound to neither α- or βPLL. In addition, PD1 samples containing ovalbumin were considered too turbid for CD
analysis.
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Figure 4.15. Solvent effects of PD1 in UV-Vis/NIR absorbance spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.16. UV-Vis/NIR absorbance spectra of PD1 in 90% water/10% methanol in
various dye concentrations.
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Figure 4.17. UV-Vis/NIR absorbance spectra PD1 bound to uncharged α- and β-PLL.
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Table 4.1. Sensitivity of PD1 to protein concentration
ovalbumin concentration (× 10-5 M)
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DBS804 in β-lactoglobin

The heptamethine carbocyanine DBS804 was also screened for its potential as a
secondary structural probe. Cyanine dyes are quite sensitive to polar media, and have a
high propensity for self-association in aqueous solution.

The absorption spectra of

DBS804 in water and methanol shown in Figure 4.19 demonstrate the sensitivity of
cyanines to solvent polarity. In methanol, an intense monomer band is observed at 800
nm. However, in 90% water, the monomer band of DBS 804 is minimized and various
blue-shifted bands corresponding to dimeric and higher order H-aggregates are observed.
The globular protein β-lactoglobin, containing a high β-sheet content, was also
used as a model for β-sheet sensing. The absorbance spectra of DBS804 in the presence
of β-lactoglobin are shown in Figure 4.20. When bound to β-lactoglobin the DBS804
monomer band begins to reappear with increasing protein concentration. Furthermore,
the monomer band also exhibits a hypsochromic shift of approximately 25 nm. The blueshifted aggregates of DBS804 also appear to interact with the protein as well, where the
more blue-shifted aggregate bands begin to disappear with increasing protein
concentration.

Therefore, the spectral changes of DBS804 in the presence of β-

lactoglobin suggest that the dye may be useful as a protein secondary structural probe.
The dye bound to different conformations of PLL were also analyzes to investigate this
application.
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Figure 4.19. Normalized absorption spectra of DBS804 depicting dye solvent effects.
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Figure 4.20. Absorbance spectra of DBS804 in the presence of varying concentrations
of β-lactoglobin.
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DBS804 in Uncharged PLL

The spectral differences of DBS804 bound to α- and β-PLL were also
investigated. The absorption spectra of DBS804 bound to both α- and β-PLL in water at
pH 11.5 is displayed in Figure 4.21. Since both PLL conformations contain uncharged
residues, it is presumed that no electrostatic interactions occur between the polypeptides
and the anionic dye. In aqueous solvent, DBS804 exhibits several H-aggregate bands.
The aggregate band showing the highest molar absorptivity was observed around 700 nm.
In the presence of both α- and β-PLL, this aggregate band displays a slight increase in
absorbance. Most interestingly, the aggregate band observed around 700 nm appears as a
plane of symmetry for both PLL samples in which aggregate bands appear blue-shifted
with respect to the 700 nm band for α-PLL, whereas aggregates are red-shifted with
respect to the 700 nm band for β-PLL. The intense bathochromically shifted band
observed for α -PLL bound to DBS804 around 575 nm is particularly unique in nature, as
it has been widely reported that H-aggregates typically exhibit lower absorption with
respect to the monomer band. Furthermore, bands displaying such sharp intensity are
usually characteristic of red-shifted J-aggregates.52-56 A red-shifted band observed near
the monomer band is also observed for DBS804 bound to β-PLL.

The sharp peak

observed at 575 nm was attributed to helical H-aggregate formation. A thiapentamethine
dye has been previously reported in the literature showing similar H-bands templated by
DNA helices.57 The monomer band for the α-PLL bound dye is almost completely
absent, whereas the DBS804 bound to β-PLL is present, although partially hidden by an
apparent J-aggregation band. J-aggregate bands are commonly observed for cyanines in
the presence of proteins, templated by helices contained in the biomolecules. When
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closely examining the β-PLL conformation displayed in Figure 4.13, J-aggregation can
be readily imagined. While lysyl substituents of parallel β-strands will have noncovalent
interactions with each other, dye molecules can likewise interact with each other as well
as these substituents. Only the β-PLL conformation exhibited the protein-dye complex in
the far visible region, a spectral feature commonly observed for cyanines in the presence
of proteins.
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Figure 4.21. Absorption spectra of DBS804 bound to both uncharged α- and β-PLL.
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From the very beginning of the DBS804 study, reproducibility was always an
issue. In an effort to optimize the DBS804-PLL system, time dependence experiments
were performed. The time dependence spectra of α-PLL in the presence of DBS804 is
shown in Figure 4.22.

Using a UV-Vis/NIR spectrometer, an α-PLL sample was

subsequently analyzed after increasing five minutes of incubation inside the instrument.
A protein-dye complex began to emerge over incubation time. A mantle observed at 920
nm remained unchanged over time. With the exception of time 0, the band observed at
830 nm had an increase in absorptivity with increasing incubation time.
The most important element of the time dependence experiment was the
observation that, except for the complex observed around 475 nm, the aggregate band
observed around 625 nm was the only band to exhibit a spectral change other than
absorptivity.

The DBS804 aggregate band observed around 625 nm also displayed

induced CD. The time dependence spectra of the induced CD of DBS804 are shown in
Figure 4.23. After 30 minutes of incubation in natural light, DBS804 bound to α-PLL

exhibits an exciton split at 625 nm. In addition, DBS804 bound to both α-PLL and βPLL exhibit weak bands around 830 nm. When the incubation time was extended to 1.5
hr., the intensity of the 625 nm band observed for α-PLL bound to DBS increased only
slightly. Interestingly, after 1.5 hr incubation both α-PLL and β-PLL exhibited bands
around 916 and 905 nm respectively. Furthermore, both samples exhibited visible color
changes from bluish green to red.
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Figure 4.22. Time dependence spectra of α-PLL in the presence of DBS 804. The
residue to dye ratio (R/D) for both samples was approximately 433 ([PLL] = 2.19 x 10-5
M and [dye] = 1.5 x 10-5 M).
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Figure 4.23. Time dependence of induced CD of DBS804 bound to both uncharged αand β-PLL.
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The data collected after 1.5 hr incubation was looked at rather cautiously, since
several factors after the appearance of induced CD of DBS804 by PLL samples. First,
meaningful CD bands are only observed when samples are incubated in natural light.
When samples were incubated in the dark for 1.5 hr, only a noise level exciton split was
observed around 800 nm (monomeric DBS804 band) for α-PLL bound dye. The visibly
apparent color change as well as necessity for light incubation could point to
photostability issues or dye degradation.

As mentioned previously, the longer the

conjugated π-system, the more susceptible cyanines are to instability, even with the
presence of a ring structure within the polymethine bridge. However, the peaks observed
above 900 nm may not be artifact since a small shoulder was observed in this region in
time dependence experiment shown in Figure 4.22.
In addition to dye degradation, the stability of the PLL samples bound to DBS
804 in 10% methanol was also closely monitored. The far UV CD data reported in Table
4.2 confirms that both α- and β-PLL samples maintained their structural conformations

after 1.5 hr of incubation with DBS804 in 10% methanol. The far UV CD values
reported in this table are in rather good agreement with measurements reported in the
literature.27
Both initial and final pH determinations were made for samples incubated 1.5 hr.
Before incubation, dye-polypeptide samples were displayed pH values between 11.5 and
11.5. However, after such a long incubation time, pH values dropped to between 10.510.7.

Samples were first purged with nitrogen and then covered to minimize pH

variability, but pH values were always lower after long incubation times. This fact could
mean that CD bands observed after 1.5 hr are the result of electrostatic interactions of the
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either partially charged or completely charged PLL structures.

To confirm that

electrostatic interactions were not responsible for the bands exhibited around 625 nm, the
cationic thiaheptamethine dye nn356 was studied. The absorbance CD spectra for dye
nn356 are shown in Figure 4.24.

This dye displays a very intense H-aggregate

absorption band around 650 nm in aqueous solvent (data not shown). The two extra
benzene rings contained in the dye’s structure compared to DBS804 structure make
nn356 particularly sensitive to the hydrophobic effect.

Yet, the induced CD band

observed around 650 nm actually increases when the methanol concentration is increased
from 1% to 10%. This observation is interesting since such small changes in solvent
composition are typically undetectable. It is also important to note that H-aggregates
nn346 appeared to bind to both α- and β-PLL indiscriminately. Whereas, even with a
shorter incubation time of 0.5 hr, H-aggregates of DBS804 appear to bind discriminately
to α-PLL and is detected by CD around 625 nm. This data suggests that DBS804 is
potentially useful as a protein secondary structural probe.

Table 4.2. Secondary structure validation of PLL in 10% methanol and DBS804
Polypeptide

α poly – L – lysine

β poly – L – lysine

λmax (nm)

[θ] (M/deg cm2 dmol-1)

191.0

66,000

208.5

-30,000

221.5

-34,000

194.0

34,000

215.0

-18,000
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DBS804 in Charged PLL

The spectral comparisons of both charged and uncharged α-PLL to monomeric
DBS804 alone in methanol are shown in Figure 4.25. Charged α-PLL in methanol
exhibits

both

a

distinct

monomer

band

and

H-aggregate

bands

that

are

uncharacteristically large and broad in nature. The blue shifted bands are indicative of a
strongly absorbing complex of charged α-PLL interacting electrostatically with the
anionic DBS804 label, since dye self-association in methanol is not likely.
Although ideally CD measurements are typically performed within the
absorbance range 0.5-0.8, CD analysis was performed on charged α-PLL. Induced CD
measurements were performed on charged α-PLL at varying residue to dye (R/D) ratios,
while the dye remained at a constant concentration of 2 x 10-5 M (Figure 4.26). A
negative CD band was detected around 850 nm. However, the dye was not responsive to
the change in R/D ratios. This was first attributed to the high dye concentrations at which
experiments were performed. However, when induced CD of DBS804 bound to charged

α-PLL was studied in varying concentrations (Figure 4.27), it was evident that higher
concentrations of DBS804 are required even at very low residue to dye concentrations
(R/D=5).
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Figure 4.25. Absorption spectra of DBS804 at 20 μM concentration bound to uncharged
α-PLL in water (pH = 11.5) and charged α-PLL in methanol at neutral pH.
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Conclusion

Studies involving conformational disease have frequently reported that biological
function is mediated by changes in protein conformation.

This belief has inspired the

use of countless research in which the detection of protein secondary structures is the
primary goal. Structural probes currently utilized for amyloid fibril detection such as CR
and thioflavin T have been reported to lack the specificity needed for such work. For this
reason, research involving β -sheet sensing has increasingly become an area of interest.
Herein, the potential of NIR dyes PD1, DBS804, and nn346 are discussed for
application of protein secondary structural probes.

The study first began with the

intention of using amyloid fibrils produced in vitro using bovine insulin. However,
attempts to validate the structure of the amyloid model were unsuccessful. Due to the
complexity and expense of the insulin amyloid model, this experimental approach was set
aside for a more simplistic, cheaper poly-L-lysine (PLL) model.
Before induced CD studies of NIR dyes bound to PLL structural models were
performed, dye were screened thoroughly using UV-Vis/NIR spectroscopy methods. The
specific criteria examined was adapted from Hermel and Rossi49 in which the monomer
as well as aggregate absorption bands were monitored for differential spectral shifts in
the presence of either α-helix or β-sheet structures. Two NIR dyes were found to meet
these criteria: the pentamethine dye PD1 and the thiaheptamethine dye DBS804.
Pentamethine and heptamethine dyes have been previously reported to exhibit
different monomer shifts in both wavelength and intensity in the presence of α and β
conformations.49,

58, 59

In addition, these dyes have also been used to detect the % β

content of polypeptide solutions.59 The data reported in this chapter readily supports data
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found in the literature. PD1 and DBS804 both appeared to be quite sensitive to the
structural features of uncharged α- and β-PLL as well as the β-sheet models heat
denatured ovalbumin and β-lactoglobin.
In this chapter, the spectral properties of DBS 804 bound to charged α-PLL in
100% methanol were also discussed. DBS 804 exhibited strong aggregation bands in the
presence of charged α-PLL. This supports the hypothesis that the dye molecules could
possibly be engaging in noncovalent self-association interactions (i.e., intermolecular Haggregation) as well as interactions with the charged substituents of α-PLL
simultaneously to form strong complexes.
Based on the data presented in this chapter, the planarity of PD1 made the dye’s
spectroscopic properties quite sensitive to protein secondary structure. Probe planarity
was also a key feature in other studies in which azo dyes such as DAAC and MO were
used. The presence of heteroatoms may also add to the structural rigidity as well as
planarity of cyanine structural probes such as NK2012 and DBS804. Another key feature
of both NK2012 and PD1 is their hydrophobicity and enhanced propensity to selfassociate. The ordered, repeating organization of dye aggregates makes cyanines ideal
for noncovalent interactions with the secondary structures of proteins and polypeptides
whereby the biomolecules serve as a scaffold for the formation of supramolecular
structures. Thus, the potential application of NIR dyes for use as secondary structural
probes is quite promising.
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CHAPTER V
Conclusions

Optical spectroscopy is a widely used tool for the study of biological systems,
owing to the many advantages compared with other analytical methods. Unlike IR
spectroscopy, absorption and luminescence techniques do not require thin layer samples
for analysis. And in absorption spectroscopy, transparent as well as highly turbid, light
scattering samples can be measured. Furthermore, when luminescence techniques are
used, minute sample concentrations reported as low as concentrations down to 10-18
moles are detectable.1 In general, optical spectroscopy methods are both nondestructive
and noninvasive.

For this reason, radioactive markers for the investigation of

biochemical and molecular-biological processes are increasingly being replaced by
fluorescent labels instead.
Circular dichroism (CD) is a powerful chiroptical technique that has been mainly
used since the early 1960s to determine the absolute configuration of both natural and
synthetic compounds.2 It is only recently that CD measurements have been used in the
pharmaceutical industry, despite the fact that chiral drugs drastically outnumber achiral
ones. In order for a compound to be CD active, it must display some measurable
absorbance within the same region studied. This requisite confers a high degree of
selectivity to the technique, thereby allowing a CD-active drug to be analyzed in
complicated mixtures such as human serum. Using CD techniques within the absorption
bands of β-lactam antibiotics, Gortazar et al proved the validity of using CD to determine
drugs levels in human serum.2
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In biological applications, spectrophotometry is often used in the UV-Vis (185700 nm) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, in this region analysis is
susceptible to a great deal of background interference. Thus, near infrared (NIR) labels
have been increasingly used since analysis in this region is far removed from the
absorption spectrum of most biological materials. Nanoparticle-based optical contrast
agents such as quantum dots (QDs) have been studied extensively for their utility over
the conventional use of organic dyes such as NIR labels.3-5 However, many of the
advantages observed with QDs are also reported using NIR labels as well. Both QDs and
NIR dyes exhibit high molar absorptivity. And as with QDs, the properties and spectral
region of NIR dyes are readily controlled through structural modifications. In addition,
both labels can be used in the more advantageous NIR spectral region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. However, since the properties of QDs are so dependent on
size and chemical make-up, their experimental use is quite susceptible to assay
heterogeneity. Yet, NIR are quite susceptible to photobleaching and can be unstable over
the long timescale of some bioimaging techniques. But problem has been overcome by
simply attaching the NIR labels to biomolecules such as albumin4, poly aspartate6 and
poly-L-lysine7 through both covalent and noncovalent interactions. The stabilization of
the NIR dyes by the biomolecules is achieved by the inhibition of dye self-association.
This dissertation presented research in which various optical spectroscopy
methods were used to observe and understand the biomolecular noncovalent interactions
of NIR carbocyanines with albumin and poly-L-lysine. In Chapter 3, intramolecular and
intermolecular self-associations were reported for three bis-cyanine dyes containing di-,
tri-, and tetra(ethylene glycol) spacers, corresponding to the generic names OxoDye 1,
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OxoDye 2, and OxoDye 3 respectively.

ChemDraw® Ultra 8.0 Software was first

utilized to predict the orientation of the bis-cyanines in solution. In the case of OxoDye
1, the benzene rings of the two monomeric subunits will only partially overlap, and the
two benzene rings do not form π-π interactions due to the steric hindrance of the
di(ethylene glycol) spacer. Yet, the tri(ethylene glycol) linker in OxoDye 2 allowed for a
complete overlap of the benzene rings, to form π-π interactions which should exhibit
intra-molecular H-aggregation bands. And the tetra(ethylene glycol) spacer of OxoDye3
displays no aggregation since the energy minimization of this long linker allows for no
chromophoric overlap. In contrast with the BHmC simulations in which the whole
chromophoric units of the BHmCs interact with each other, the poly(ethylene glycol)
only allows for partial interactions of the chromophores. These assumptions were all
confirmed by absorption, emission, and fluorescence detected circular dichroism
(FDCD).
Blue-shifted bands relative to the monomeric band were detected for both IR783
and OxoDye2 alone in 10 mM phosphate buffer in the near infrared region,
corresponding to both intramolecular (OxoDye2) and intermolecular H-aggregates
(IR783 and OxoDye2). In addition, no fluorescence was detected for these bands. In the
presence of HSA, the aggregate bands of IR 783 dissipated. The intermolecular Haggregation bands exhibited by OxoDye2 also decreased with increasing HSA
concentration, and a very distinct intramolecular dimer H-band also appeared as well.
Thus, monomeric IR 783 and bis-cyanine dimers both interact with HSA binding sites.
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In aqueous buffer, OxoDyes 1 and 3 exhibited no aggregation bands most likely
due to the steric hindrance of the poly(ethylene glycol) linkers.

Both exhibited

fluorescence alone in aqueous. However, when a noncovalent complex between HSA
and OxoDye 1 forms, monomeric as well as H-aggregate bands are observed.

In

addition, OxoDye1 exhibited increased in absorptivity and fluorescence with increasing
protein concentration.

Monomeric subunits bound to HSA appeared to be the primary

binding modality for OxoDye3.
Although all four dyes exhibited enhanced fluorescence in the presence of HSA,
OxoDyes1 and 3 were considered suitable for noncovalent labeling, since their inherent
fluorescence could potentially make it difficult to distinguish between protein bound dye
and unbound dye in solution.
The high sensitivity of luminescence techniques combined with high selectivity of
chiroptical techniques was utilized in the fluorescence detected circular dichroism
(FDCD) measurements reported.

This valuable analytical technique reports on the

specific interactions of the achiral NIR dyes bound in an asymmetric environment, in this
case, protein binding sites. Induced FDCD of protein bound NIR labels was detected for
all four labels. In order for induced CD to occur, the achiral chromophore must have at
least three points of contact with its chiral inducer (i.e., the protein) thereby, owing to the
inherent selectivity of the chiroptical technique.
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Using fluorescence data, binding constants were determined to be between 1 and
7 x 105 M-1 for the bis-heptamethine dyes and the monomeric analogue. However,
additional calculations must be conducted to verify that the appropriate binding equation
was used. Furthermore, Scatchard and Hill analysis using FDCD measurements could
potentially be useful in validating binding association values.
The β-sheet structure is one of the fundamental secondary structures of proteins.8
It greatly stabilizes protein domains by forming an array of several parallel peptide
backbone pieces five to fifteen amino acids long, interconnected solely by multiple
hydrogen bonds. The amino acids which are commonly found in the β-sheets of globular
proteins are typically hydrophobic in nature and therefore susceptible to the hydrophobic
effect which would cause these structures to aggregate when exposed to aqueous media.
Therefore, beta structures are often buried deep inside the core of most globular proteins.
The active centers of many enzymes contain a β-sheet fragment which binds to a target
peptide. In addition, the identical domains of enzymes such as HIV-I protease form a
fours-stranded β-sheets. Thus, β-sheet structures are important recognition modes for
delivering the critical functionality of many enzymes. In Chapter 4, the potential of NIR
dyes PD1, DBS804, and nn346 were investigated for their utility as protein secondary
structural probes. Before induced CD studies of NIR dyes bound to PLL structural
models were performed, dye were screened thoroughly using UV-Vis/NIR spectroscopy
methods. The specific criteria examined was adapted from Hermel and Rossi9 in which
the monomer as well as aggregate absorption bands were monitored for differential
spectral shifts in the presence of either α-helix or β-sheet structures. Two NIR dyes were
found to meet these criteria: the pentamethine dye PD1 and the thiaheptamethine dye
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DBS804. In addition, both appeared to be quite sensitive to the structural features of
uncharged α- and β-PLL as well as the β-sheet models heat denatured ovalbumin and βlactoglobin. The spectral properties of DBS 804 bound to charged α-PLL in 100%
methanol were also discussed. DBS 804 exhibited strong aggregation bands in the
presence of charged α-PLL. This supports the hypothesis that the dye molecules could
possibly be engaging in noncovalent self-association interactions (i.e., intermolecular Haggregation) as well as interactions with the charged substituents of α-PLL
simultaneously to form strong complexes.
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